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of the BoardofTru~and you just can't deal With the
Mayor David Dinkins, f***ini assholes in tlifs world."
His ti~officialact "in office Anew course, however, will
will be to hire a persqnal be added in the Philosophy
secretary who willbeineharge Department; Target Vomiting
ofhis erotic entertainment. 1000 for all enteririg ii'eshman.
-Pm paying her a h~dred President Draino himself will
bucks an hour." be the sole instructor. .,..puke
Next be Win institute a dress therefore I am," ,-
code for allfe~"dents. 1u for the ProPosed'tuition
keording to ~no,.nBaruch increase now facing CUNY,
women must look-lib Cher in Draino bas a simple solution,
her latest video. -314ofevery -I fJ8ywe f***ingtorch Albany
tit and 8S& baa t.o be hanging , and saCrifice' Cuomo-to the
out,"'WMn-~~ about the Gods,ofValhalla.;-
male dress eode Drainore- The new presidentcp!:Oposes
'sponded,. -X~\ give a f***.11 to.i-ename theiltudent eenter at
" Cl8sssehedules wiD remain 22nd St.. the Tumer-Coopel'
the same said l)raino, except Recreational Center beeause
-thatstUdenta 4Ildfae:uIty-must billionaire and tv mogul Ted
smoke copious 'amOunts of . Turner and rock $tar Alice
marljuaDaWore enteringeaeh Cooper are his·two.idols.- rve
, class.- -Isaw it ina ~once 'been lookjngfcw the middle
l~d'\VhoNe~ar~ . " _,ground all my·life anjljust .,
, ywaybyJ. DanfOrth,Quayle.., 'c!ai1'tiind.it.So I wd f*.* it."
Gr ' f*~ng bOok; marl. 1 live . Aecording to Draino he plan .
my life ·t~":Ad~, -Vou .. : _










Attack of the Mutant
Warrior Commences
By KEN PARDO arid TONI RIGATONI
Baruch-College,CUNY
BARUCH COLLEGE, N .Y.-
Wayno Draine was chosen
yesterdaYa$ the-president of
Baruch College following the
sudden resignation of President
.Jonathan Livingston.~.·:
Draino, a self-invo1vedroving
artist and ecmedian was picked
by a CityUni-versity ofNew
Yorkcommi~out ofa field of
six beeause he would~ven
thi~up abit,1I said Tip . ,
. <>'Murphychairper.on ofthe
..Boardor~.,_._, ..-. '.
- &agUn 'resignedlast,~k to
join,a~valoutfit~ tile
~_PPtqtO fields orIdabo~se
'-The P**ing world ia-eDcting
and;rmno.tlQingwithit!- He
and his wife-:ant'Oa1t1_ way to
Icbumin aWi~~·, '
couldn't be re.he'oforfurther'.. . - -




themselVes on tire, ,.ripoff thejr
clothes and roll~ in front
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
guard, according to eyewitness
Sophomore, Liz Erd. "I saw the
wholething.·The alligator-chased
Glen around the table' snapping
its jaws. Glen qUickly grabbed a '
plastic fork and tried to stab it
but it didn't work."
Biology professor, Igor Juana
continues, "Like this mondohuge
.alligator, man, like swished its
tail and like Glen TOTALLY
wiped'out. ·It was jammin dude!"
Cafeteria worker, Newt Smith
Glen McSpackle devoured - by unidentified Alligator
Yesterday a rabid reptile
devoured The Tickler Artsie
editor, Glen McSpackle in the
fifth floor cafeteria at 360 Park
Ave. So., according to eyewit-
nesses.
'I11e reptile, an unidentified
10 foot female alligator, fell
through a hole in the ceilingleft
by workers during the asbestos
,cleaR-up- project last October,
andlandedonMcSpackle'stable. '
McSpsckle who was eating a
peanut butter and jelly sand-
wich at the time was taken off' .
Rabid Reptile
.Eats Editor
By VLADMIR o. HOLTZ
Clockwis~from Left: WilsonSham',Zeus-Mathe\V~athan
. '--- , Strain and Scott-Butt. ~
Candidates Contemplate i
- . . I
Crack-Pot Candidacies I
By GLEN SPANGELDESH .j
o j
The Early To Mid Afternoon When asked again, he says, I
Session Student Government "Could you please repeat the I
. will ·hold elections-same' time in" ~::~~:~y~~~~~~~a,~thi.e.ird t.:.
February, 1989~
The candidates from the- want a new_en~ent ', .: ._.:_
U~RpI¢iy.(U~~ ~~ts .~=.=~a::~~~~~:
~~l'lUcr&ie.1_~fi._"_'.,P1!,_~_~...•.JU"A'._·,·'·'•. '-'_ ' .. -c- _ '.'-<~'.L _..-, .- -~~ rear~~aau~:"""_
.. : ..: --.•~~~~~~.wanttoexpandolir- ~::of--,:,>--:'~~'-.'
.the NEP (NonE~P&rty) c~othing•. ETMASSG.erotic ,'-, : ',:'
-~.,--~~ are.~ StNifl.Mi-See$t--~. -, ~ . - .. ' ._., .. -,'.~ ~..:, ~ ...
Butt -, -' '. - -' - ·gasoline-powered-metor-.
When asked about his plans . -Jonathan Strain is confident
for the ETMASSG, Presidential
''f-°tand.idate Sham says, "What?" CONTINUED ON PAGE 2,
-'f . I' • - '~--"'--'_' _1 t . .''-''4
Page 2 THE TICKLER
Wayno, Wayno, He's Our Man
We must complement the CUNY Committee for selecting Wayno Draino as president ofBaruch. We've seen several presidents come
and go but we've never seen such a qualified person in this position. No one person has ever been an artist, comedian, filmmaker and the
pr~identofBaruch. Someone with so much talent should shoot for a higher status but we won't complain because we think he's a radical
dude. He' has more cool in him then Bart Simpson will ever dream of. He blows away AI Bundy with only one shoe off and he has more
brains than Doogie Houser. Such a man will give the school a great reputation. People will line up all the ~ay to the Pink Pussycat just
to geta glimpse ofhis battle axe. At the Pink Pussycat they'll probablybe able to find better toys but they'll still wait to check outhis powerful
manly tool. We're telling ya, traffic in the streets will be backed up all the way to Cleveland.
Besides bringing Baruch publicity, he'll also raise student.morale. Ifhe continues to live his lifestyle, he'll get students partying every
night. He'll fly in exotic whores from allover the world. Baruch will have the biggest gang bangs since ancient Rome. Students will feel
less stress and enjoy going to class more since they'll have something to look forward to at the end ofthe day. It might cost the school stupid
dills but look at this way, with out entertainment future enrollments will decrease. Moreover, our analysts tell us that ifwe spend money
on whores, we'll eventually turn a profit by 1997 because enrollment will probably triple every year. We're tellingya, this man has brains,
no one could make money for the school except for Wayno. . ,
Now let's get down to what he'll to for administrative policy. He's always been a stickler for the rules. He'll make sure" no one gives
oral sex on campus (except at the nightly gang bangs ofcourse). He'll know just how to handle those sticky situations like booggers under
tables and semen on the toilet seats. Ifonegets caught, he'll probably use his manly tool on the offenders until they promise never to perform
such disgusting acts again. They'll probably be bleeding after his act of discipline but we feel this is the only way to control the punks at
"Baruch. Anything else he does won't be a surprise. We know it'll be the right thing because no one knows how to keep people in check like
Wayno Draino. ""
Again our deepest gratitude to the Committee as we put down our.Sth can of imported Sapporo Beer. Wayno Draino will bring Baruch
to heights Harvard and Yale only dream of. Where else can one stay after school and get laid?
Glen Rex McSpackle, lifelong
resident ofEaten Heights,
Queens died yesterday a reptil-
ian prey. (See accompanying
story) He was 23.
McSpackle, a Baruch student,
would have graduated in May.
"He majored in Journalism, with
the ambition of pursuing a
.' 'career in writing. "He was the
Artsie editor of The Tickler this
semester. """TNe will miss him..."
said Ken Pardo, Editor-in-Chief
of The Tickler.
Throughout college, Glen
worked at Greco's, a local" Go-
Go bar as a dishwasher, with
his best friends, Stu RoboKun
and Klutzie Kramer. "We'll be
lost without Glen now; we used
to use him as a lock pick."




Kenneth E Brown Voting for Dan Quayle
Martin Starkey Fornication and Paganism
I . And "D· n ClToni Colavito....................................... mpersonating rew Ice ay
Edward Asante That Stupid Accent
Sammi Perez : Fornication and Paganism
Glen J. Spangler Single-handedly Supporting McDonalds
Mickey Kramer Never Brushing his Teeth
Maria K Liu Depleting the Lipstick Supply
~ . dRoberta Ransaw ~ Too Many Frien s
Rafael A . Martinez ~ Trying To Start a Venereal Disease
Alligator Makes Short
Work Of McSpackle
ment was receiving the Silver
Skeleton Key Award from the
United Locksmiths ofAmerica
for service above and beyond
the call of duty. He also won
the school spelling bee in the
ninth grade.
'Tm saddened by his death,"
lamentsRaf, "but dammit I told
him to stick to the Salaman-
ders, those alligator chickswill
eat you alive."
McSpackle is survived by his
pet bats, Frick and Frack,
Slinky, his boa constrictor and
Fluffy, .histarantula.
As requested in his will,
memorial services will be held
on Saturday in front of the
Reptile building at the Bronx
Zoo.
Reptile.
adds, "The specimen was perfect. Sally Mander, Glen's childhood
Glen had a minute chance of sur- secretadmirer threatened, "That
viving. The alligator's mandibles G-ddam-green gator-scaled-
easily snapped Glen in half, ex- skinned-bitch ate my man! I'm
erting minimal effort. It was gettin the posse together to.hunt
clean and quick, and over before her mother-f.--g green ass
we even knew it. I was in awe of down! Besides, I want a new hat,
the beast's flawless finesse." bag and set of gloves."
Hiam O'Blivious, director of Camille Eon ofthe Department
Security stated, ~e have never of Psychological Services recorn-
seen the reptile in question be- mends, "To avoid future attacks
fore, we don't know how the alli- from the animal kingdom, do not
gator got in. The guards checked engage in unwarranted acts of
" for J.D. as she left. Glen's I.D. bestiality. In the event that per-
was presented so we have reason version is unavoidable, practice
to believe that she is not a Bar- safe sex."
uch student, but that Glen was Anyone with information re-
secretly dating her. She was gardingthe 10 foot foaming at the
..J behaving in the fashion that a mouth green alligator, please
spumed lover would in reaction contact Hiam O'Blivious at Bar-
to a faulty mate." uch College.
Draino
in his ability to win the
election. He will promise what
he calls "negative tuition."
"Baruch will pay students $100
for every class they attend," he
says. Scott Butt, his.running
mate, disagrees about the best
strategy for winning. He says,
"Baruchians have to get angry!
About what? Oh, I don't know,
but we'll think ofsomething."
Both Strain and Sham have
expressed concern about the
prospective candidacy of Hel-
lion Mozzerella. They claim
that as a non-human, Mozzer-
ella is not eligible to run under
the current ETMASSG
constitution. "However, 'neither
Strain nor Sham can substan-
tiate the claim as they have
not been able to find a copy of
the constitution or anyone who
has read it. Hellion Mozzer-
NAME
rella is a freshman at Baruch,
and she is a 12 pound Spider
Monkey who has recently
learned sign language.
When questioned about her
eligibility, Mozzerella says,
"Hellion run. Hellion Hellion
good run." Mozzerella has an
unusual platform; when asked
what she can offer Baruch
students, she says, "Orange.
Yummy good. Orange orange.
Flower pretty pretty- flower.
Pretty pink pretty pretty pink
pink pink pretty pretty flower."
If allowed to run, her Vice-
Presidential candidate will be
"Ace," a mixed-breed cat
"belonging to Baruch alumnus"
John Greco.
On the subject of this year's
elections, Baruch president
.Ionathan Livingston Seagull
has this to say: "Once again,
we have come to the end ofan
academic year at Baruch, and
once again Baruch students are
faced with the decision of who
will make their decisions. I
have the utmost confidence in
our students' ability to... hey;
***k this. You know what?
I've ****kin' had it. I bust my
***kin' hump every ***kin'
year, and what do I get?
***kin' students protesting a
fifty buck increase that isn't
--'-even my ***kin' fault, when the
rest of the g**damm country is
paying ten thousand a year in
m*********kin' tuition, and all
these g**damm ·m*******.*kin'
students calling me names...
You know what? I don't ***kin'
need this. I'm ***kin' retiring."
CRIME
to have a great deal offree
time. For recreational purposes
he plans to pick students at
random, throw them into a fire
pit and film it for what he calls
<I prosperity."
Draine is very pleased with. .
his new office which contains a
full bar and bath. "Party!"
Currently he liyes in a
basement in New Jersey filled
with his paintings, toy figures,
pictures of women in bondage,
leather whips and of course his
trusty battle axe. (see photo) "1
got it (axe) in a novelty store.
The guy must've seen the 6's on
my forehead and sold it to me."
Anyone interested in
speaking to the president please
leave a message with his office.
"I'll get back to you if I f***ing
feel like it!"
'-,
Quotes .of the Fortnight







Baruch College President Joel
Segall expressed concern that a
By LENNY VIGLIOTI
,The Day Session Student Gov-
ernment has proposed a referen-
dum that contains four new
amendments to Baruch'scurrent
studentgovernmentconstitution
ratified in 1986. In order to get
, . on the ballot in the May elec-
tions, the referendum needs 10
percent or approximately 1,000
day student signatures by the
March 30 deadline.
D.S.S.G. President Sean Ma-
son, says that the' primary, rea-
son to amend the c.onsQtution is
because ~t is not in step with the
f times." If ·passed:. the.• amend-
~ menta will take effect in th. Fall
~ '9Osemester. -nmes~,and
't~we should be.6enDle eDOQgh to
·i cliiinge withthem. Ho~this





-:.1 Tuition Hike Fight
'Leaders Favor Lobbying,
Not Building Takeovers
Baruch College, CUNY April 4,19~O"
THE DAYIESSIGI 8111•• C.locl Ills .i••••• till' .......... t.'". ' . ",. . ' " .
....... 11 11, era'-'" ,0000ta
tbi ~i III.. 'Ica' 1II at DSSG.
By BEN LEE
Major Referenda Proposed for May Balloting
A petition proposing a five dol-
lar Increase in student activities
fees for the fall semester of 1990
isbeingcirculatedthroughout the
school. The additional revenue
generated will be allocated for
the expansion of disabled stu-
dent services, promotionofracial
and cultural diversity and a
student/parent resource center.
The amount, tobe apportioned
$1.50, '$1.50 apd $2.00 respec-·
tively,has beenrecommendedfor. '
the' above mentioned· purposes.
Nine hundred signatures (10% of
day students) are required to'
make it eligible for the spring
ballot from May 1 -3.
The Director of Disabled Stu-
dentSerVices,JayPerrone.stated
-that the needs of disabled stu-
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The Office of the Dean of Stu-
dents is investigating the alleged
misconduct of two Baruch stu- _J The University Student Senate
dents. Eyewitnesses say the two, ~! is preparing for the worst as
students, one male and one fe- concerns about New York's
male (names withheld during the budget crisis spark rumors of a -.
investigation), were in the stair- proposed tuition increase. .
wen at the Student Center on The New York State budget
March 8, 1990 intoxicated and proposed last week by Governor
engaged in a sexual act. Mario Cuomo includes a 2 per-
Carl' Kirschner, the assistant cent cutback in aid to the City
dean of students in charge of University of Ne"'; York. Some
discipline, is conducting the in- leadersin Albany have suggested
vestigation and win determine a $200 tuition increase for CUNY
whether the principals in the C · C S and the State University of New '
inhcident W1f~l1 be brought up on 'arner urrent ystem York to minimize the effect of a (:--
c arges 0 public lewdness."
Accorhding to witnesses' ac- ' By Sl'EVEN SCHEER 1980's ,WBMB was operating on: cU~~:btvery mueh thateither,·Fi"tj
counts, t e couple attended the 'th~ carrier current system but i SUNY or CUNY would benefit ~
Italian SOCietY and'CIAO's Wine Plans are being finalized to in- Que- to lack offunding' and old i from a tuition- i~re9.se,"·said--~ . ,"'"
& Cheese Party held on March 8 stall the carrtercurrent system of equiptnent, it fell into a ~tate of \ State Assemblytnan Edward Gr.gMaY81'S~chatnnan ot the USS
during club hours. Later, they broadcastingatWBMB,Baruch's ,disrepair. The eqUipment used I Sullivan, chairman ofthe Higher
were seen in Stairwell ~ at the student-run radio station.,~ then is too antiquated to be used I 'Education Coritmi$sibn., p:~tuiti~;}uke,,~~i~­
bottom of the flight between the When implemented, Baruch now. ~ , ~ Whatever funds Could'be raised Cl e same:.~~as a sum-
Second andThirdFloors, engaged .~l~eg!-~~ents and facu~~will ~r<!!.ng to. '!.BMB~s genera}-i'- by a tuition in~'would be ~~!:~:~~~.AtJthat
in=:~tit:~:~h=-~~~" ~~:~lu~:.:tt:ui~= :=~h~=~:::':-(~;di~~~~U~:-f--f~~C=:::
los Lopez, said, "I was comingup except at 111 East 18th St. build- carrier current system two years i like I promise you I'll give you a rhem~ns~ting on ~ ;treets
the stairs and saw a guy who was ing. Since the carrier current ago and-tests were performed to .$100, and you go out and earn ~ t_ eClbety·· ~mdmie~ ?O s, s.m-
standing in front ofa girl. While uses electric wires and not a see ifit was technically feasible" $10 more: IfI respond to that by buile~t~ selgde I a mstratldi?n
. I Idn' Il if h b d . al .. lik 1 . . 1 $90 th dings an c asses were s-passing up, cou t te 1 S e . roa cast sign , It IS un e y but it was too expensive for the giving you on y , en you ted
was crying, or talking to him but that students will be able to pick school to fund at that time. don't have any more," he said. rup. , "
when I really looked she was up WBMB outside any of the "It's the same thing. In effect, "Last year laws were broken,
actually performing a 'blowjob'." buildings. Continued on Page 2 City University wouldn't get any Continued on Page 5
The amount of time that they In the late 1910's and early more money," he added.
remained on the stairs cannot be
detennined. However, students
were on the landings above and
below them encouraging the
couple to continue.
"After I saw that I was" com-
• pletely shocked and dismayed,"









Continued from Front Page
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Rights representing the BLAA,'
couldnotbe reached for comment
sincehe is in Georgetown Univer-
sity on a teaching assignment.
Continued from Front PORe
Debra Sick-Duggan, assistant director ofStudent Activities .
hundred, are not being met. If
the referendum is passed, Per-
rone projects an annual income
just shy of thirty thousand dol-
lars that would mostly be used to
buy specialized equipment such
as speed adjustable "tape record-
ers and braille modified comput-
ers. Perrone said that State
funding fluctuates yearly and he
hopes for this steady budget
which will allow him to better
plan for the needs ofa population
that has grown 600% over the
last four years.
Debra Bick, ·associate direc-
tor of student life, and a propo-
nentforthe establishmentofchild
care facilities stressed the im-
portance of the issue by stating
that "The demands of having a
child and working andschool are
. so great." Although ten people
have approached her inquiring
about day care, Baruch remains
the only college within the City
University without such facili-
ties.
Bick maintains that the ten
people do not represent all the
student-parents and adds that
trjt is veryhardfor thesemothers
to bevocaI snout it", since they
are burdened with the responsi-
bilities or parenthood. Lower
soph~~Flavia. Orenan~~d
Federal DistrictCourtJudgeruled
that the formation of.a separate
alumni would be detrimental to
theschoolin thatitwouldfaction-
alize and divide the BCAA.· The
Court explained'tliai the «plain-
tiffs have not introduced any evi-
°dence of political or racial bias...
there is no support for any claim
that the College is motivated by
an 'individious. cd:iscriminatory
purpose'." The case is currently
.before an appeals court, but Hall .
said that «We have always looked
at a resolve in this case",and that







Joe Sellman, a core mem:ber of
the black and Latino caucus who
has been instrumental in the at-
tempted formation of the BLAA,




tion and the Blackand Latinoad-
hoc Alumni Association have
begun negotiations to look into
, the possibility ofallowing a sepa-
rate charter to the BLAA, which
has been seeking to obtain such
status;
According to Ken Hall, a City
Universityattorney whois repre-
senting the BCAAinthe ongoing
litigations, ~e have have been
confirming the substance of the
of the matter and we cannot di-
vulge anything that is being dis-
cussed at the moment."
Sources close to the ongoing
negotiationssayhowever thatthe
two .lawyers have reached an
agreement on almost all the ma-
jor issues except for the issue of
who will bear responsibility for
__ the covering the litigation costs
that have accrued in the six-year
old court battle. The source, who
wishes not to be identified said "I
would say 99 percentofthe issues
have been agreed on."




Low Blood Drive Turnout
By EDWARD·ASANTE
takes about 15 to 30 rin·utes to I
draw 1 pint of blood.' A person I
The blood drive organized by can give blood every 56 days. The .
the ~taffmembersof the student blood which is drawn out can be
activity center was held at the. replaced within two hours.
Lexington student center on J:I~~~y~!_~~!:.~~~ho._hasj.~.~.t.__ :'~
March 14 and 15.-· ._-_.- ..-... given blood is.adv.isednot to. do _ ~:_
The blood drive was held under any exalted activities within the
_ the supervision of the Greater immediate five hours. .
New York Program, a non-profit "Giving blood made me feel
private organization, on the 2nd good about myself."saidSuxanne
floor ofthe studentcenter. There Zastroman a freshman who just
were about 10 phlebotomist donated blood. "I am just helping
(nurses who specializes in the myself. When my family or I
drawing or-blood) there to assist need blood, we will not he put on
donors in their preparation in the wafting list. It is like depos- ,
filling out forms and to give them iting money in the bank, 1 can '
basic physical check ups. Of the withdraw it when I need it later." :
156 students and faculties that The first group that organized
signed up,124 wele accepted to the blood drive was the Circle K,
donatebloodand 32 were deferred which is a club that died out in
for some medical and/or physical 1983. The student center started
reasons. the blood drive again in 1984.
Donors are interviewed by the Carl M. Aylman, director of stu-
phlebotomist before the actual dent life, has been in charge of
drawing of blood. Anyone who the program ever since. The
was under-weight or has blood blood drive has been held in
pressure,orhasanyriskofcarry- Baruch College twice ayear. The
ing the AIDS virus are not al- highest number of people ever
lowed to donate blood. People donated blood was in 1987 when
who were born in Haiti and M-. 306 students and faculty mem-
rica exceptAlgeria, Egypt, Libya," hers registered.
Mauritania, Morocco, Sudan, People who donated blood this I
Somalia, Tunisia and Western time all have an equal chance of
Sahara are also not allowed to winning a V. C. R. ,a camera or
donate blood. They were how- an answering machine all ofwhich
ever able to give blood for re- was provided with money given
search purposes. The donated by The' Greater New York pro-
bloodwillbegoingthoughanum- gram. Thee winneroftheV.C.R.
ber of tests before it is delivered was Theo Caylo, the Camera was
to the hospitals. If the blood tests Martin Felli and the .answering
are positive, the results will be machine was Sandra McKenzie.
kept confidential and the donor . Baruch was the firSt college that
will be notified ofthe results and had the idea of giving gifts to
may ask to consult the Blood blood donors. Plants and candies
Program medical, professionals. were given to the donors. This is
The regulation are set by the the first time we ever try to give a
Food and Drug Admit\istration. more valuable gifts to attract
People who gave blood received a people to donate blood. "It' helps.
donor's card and they have the because we had more people this
privilege to get access to blood, time compared with the previous
when they or theirfamily needit. one."said.,CarlAylman. "Wehope
. .According to a phlebotomist, a that .we can have even more do-
person is only allowed .1:9.40~~ .., ,~.OI)th&nextblooddriviwhich .
up toa pint ofbloodat a time. It will be held on 6et. 17 and 18.-
"...our first prior-




Radio Station to Broadcast
Continued from Front Page
Lopez attempted to secure out- side of the the bargain which we
side funding from the Quality of did, we could ask for a more rea-
Life Fund- a CUNY program, sonable budget, comparable to
theStudentRetention Grantfrom last year" he said "The procedure
CUNY and Baruch's Alumni takes time, it's not a two minute
Association with little success, but job and we are being punished
he finally managed to secure because we are doing the job as
fundingfrom the college commu- efficiently as we can."
nications board, which allocates Last year WBMB received
money to the three school news- $30,000 compared to this year's
papers and WBMB. Because of initial $13,000 plus an extra
the high cost the money was to be $4,000 given in the spring. An-
spread over a few years. other $4 000 was reserved in case, .
WBMB also had to Pay Radio Campus Planning was unable to
Systems, Inc., the company that
provides the carrier current sys-
tem, for the necessary supplies
before starting the job. The final
payment to Radio Systems was
made in November 1989. At that
time Campus Planning was to
start preparing for installation of
the carrier current system, but
due to the cafeteria project, it had
to be postponed.
The implementation of the sys-
tem faced delays because ofprob-
lems in' the accounting services
department. According to Pam
Mitchell, "Wing Lu, my assistant,
left so work got backed up and I
was training for two positions in
my office. One started in Septem-
ber and the other the last week in
October." Thus Radio Systems






According to the Samuel Jon-
son, dean of students, who is on
the communications board, "We
bugged Lopez for a while and if
he's not concerned enough about
it (carrier current) then why
harass him? It's notourjob. He's
the station manager, I'm the Dean
of Students."
Lopez, however argues that the
deans knew of the accounting
services backlog and he asserted
that ~ven though I feel I wasn't
the cause of the delay, I hope, for
the station's sake, that it is their
job to harass the general man-
ager into improving the station
rather than letting it fall apart
like it used to" he said.
All that is currently needed is
an approval from Cushman
Wakefield, the managing agent
for 360 Park Avenue South. Once
approved, WBMB can hire elec-
tricians to install the preliminary
wiring. After the wiring is in-
stalled) Radio Systems can in-
stall the carrier current. Marilyn
Mikulsky, director of campus
planning and Facilities says,
"Realistically) it could be done
between n0W and spring break."
Another problem that is related
to the operation of the carrier
current system is WBMB's
budget. Lopez says, "We were
promised by the Communication
board thatonce we completed our
CORRECTION
The last issue of the Ticker featured an-incorrect headline on page
3 that read "DSSG Poster Machine Breaks Down." We regret any
inconvenience that has been caused by this mistake.




nity Scholarship for accountancy
majors are being offered by the
New York State Education De-
partment.
Many other events are sched-
uled. Detailed information on
events and activities will beavail-
able in most hotel and motel lob-









The Convention and Visitor's
Bureau of Daytona Beach has
released a list of events that will
be taking place for spring break.
They are expecting over 400,000
students to visit the popular re-
sort this year,
Destination Daytonal, the Con-
vention and Visitor's Bureau of-
fers a free visitor's guide and
calendar of events. Int et ested
students maycall 1-800-854-1234
for more information.
store. Contest entry blanks will
he available in the Library from
April 5.
Applications are available from
Dr. Carl Kirschner in the Dean of
·Students Office, Room 1702, 360
Park Avenue South.
Music lovers will have the .
chance to hear up-and-coming
bands at Capitol Records New
Generation Best Unsigned Band
Competition at Peabody Audito-
rium on April 8. Kokomos, an
outdoor club and restaurant, will
provide entertainment from the
steps of the Bandshel1 thru April
15,
Sports enthusiasts will have
plenty ofactivities to choose from
during Spring Break '90. "Unor-
ganized volleyball" will continue
running thru Apri114. For run-
ners the annual Easter Beach,
Run is planned for April 14.
Additional night-time enter-
tainment includes laser shows at
Whitehall Inn. and Howard
Johnson Hotel. The Dixie Queen
Riverboat cruises the scenic Hal-
ifax River by night and features
light shows and music from 9pm
to midnight. Transportation is
provided to and from the boat
from many of the major
beachfront hotels.
A reception will be held on April
26 from 12 noon - 2:00pm, every
one is cordially invited to attend.
the Bachelors Degree program
andtheAssociateDegreeprogram
and applicants. must indicate
whichsection they are applying
for. All phases ofthe process are
managed by Career Opportuni-
ties Through Education, Inc.
(Cote), a national non-profitschol-
arship Service organization.
The Bachelor Degree program
will provide renewable $2,000
scholarships to students who are
in good academic standing and
enrolled in a full-time second
semester sophomores in a four-
year undergraduate program
leading to Bachelor Degree and
must be majoring in engineering,
science, computer science or nurs-
ing discipline.
Interested students may apply
bysendinga standard USPS post-
card with their' name, address
and the words New York Tele-
phone scholarship program for
Black and Hispanic Students on
the request card to: Cote, P.O.
box 2810, Cherry Hill, NJ, 08034
or call (609) 795-9634. The dead-
line for requesting a brochure/
application is April 15.
STUDENT ART SHOW
The next annual Student AIt
Show will take place from April
26 to May 7 at the 24 Street Gal-
lery (155 E. 24 Street, Lobby).
The exhibit is sponsored by the
Department of Art. .On exhibit
will be works by students enrolled
in courses offered by the Depart-
. merit of Art during the 1988/89
academic year including photo-
graphs, drawings, paintings, ce-
ramics, sculpture,corporateiden-
tity design, advertising design
and three dimensional design. .
FINANCIAL AID FOR
FOREIGN STUDENTS
The City University ofNew York
is offering foreign student s the
opportunity to apply for a schol-
arship aimed at helping eligible
international students offset their
tuition. The awards will be based
primarily on scholarship and fi-
nancial need.
To be eligible to apply for the
scholarship, students with F-l
and J-l Visas must be enrolled in
an undergraduate degree pro-
gram at Baruch, must be regis-
tered for at least 12 credits or the
equivalent and maintain a good
academic standing. Applicants
must also complete an applica-
tion which will be used to perform
a needs assessment. ,
Applications for the 1990191
academic year are available at
the International Students Of-
fice located at 155 E. 24 Street
(Room 536). completed applica-
tions must he returned to the this
office no later than June 1
The Student Elections and Gov-
ernance Review Committee,
which is the body that oversees
student elections wishes to re-
mind all students that elections
for student members of the Col-
lege Boards, Student Referenda,
Day Session Student Govern-:
ment, Evening' session Student
Govenunent and the Graduate
School Assembly will be held on
May 1- 3.
Polls will be opened 10:00am
to4:00pmfor the day session stu-
dents andfrom 5:00pm to8:3Opm
for evening and graduate stu-
dents. .
The community urges all stu-
dents to participate in student
affairs by going out and voting.
For more information contact
the Evening and Graduate Stu-
dent Services Office at Room 527,
46 E. 26 Street or call Michael
O'brien, chairman of SEGRC or
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New York Telephone has estab-
lished a Scholarship program to
help finance the higher educa-
tion of outstanding Blacks-and
Hispanic students who are bona
fide residents of New York State,
and whose parents are not em-
ployed by New York Telephone or
its subsidiary. .
The program consists of two









billion in 1989 to
$4.9 billion'in ~-- .~
According to .figures from the
New York State Higher Educa-
tion Services Corporation; the
amountofmoneyBaruch students
receive through Guaranteed Stu-
dent Loans in 1990 and 1991 will
. be less than in previous years,
while grantsandscholarships are
likely to rise due to an increase in
federal appropriation in 1990.
Federal funds for Pen Grants;
accor-ding to the Bush
administra.tion's Education
Budget proposal, have increased
from $4,483,915,000 in 1989 to
4,871,000,000 in 1990. Other
federal grants and college work
study programs have also in-
creased.
"Up to this m~ment there has Grants and
been no complaint from faculty
who didn'tget theirPCs. They all
think it was a fair decision once Scholarships
it's explained" Kennedy says. .
The School of Education was •
thefirs~toput·theirPCs.touse. on the RIse
They connected them all during
last summer so by the Fall Se-.c 1990
mester the computers were com- lOr
pletely installed on the profes- --------
sors' desks, ready to use. Never-
theless, Natural Sciences profes-
sor Joe Brynd had a little diffi-
cultly putting his PC to work:
"They gave us the computer but
not the printer so it's taking me
some time toget the rightone, I'm
sure once I overcome this my PC
will be veryuseful:he says.
Professors from the Business
School describe the use of their
computers as a "vital tool" due to
. therapidlychangingenvironment
in Business where information
needs to be received, processed,
and analysed quickly. Professor
Rudi Bresser from the Manage-
, ment department said that with
the PCs, faulty has become less
dependenton the secretaries. His
department for example has 50
faculty members and only two
secretaries, "With this the fac-
ultycan publish their work when-
ever it's more convenient for
them," he says. Most faculty
members who were selected to
receive the computers, claim they




members. In addition, having
computersintheirofficesencour-
ages professors to Spend more
time on campus, where they can
be more available to students,
Kennedy adds.
There is also a program to as-
sist professors who wish to have
their own PCs. If they buy one
the college will reimburse 25
percent or up to $400 ofthe pur-
chase. Themoney will come from
the Baruch College Fund.
Louanne KennedyI associate provost
ria for this distribution was to
help faculty members, especially
non-tenuredprofessors, with their
research, publishing, and teach-
ingduties. The PCs are also used
by the college as a recruiting
device; they enable Baruch to se-
saw naked thighs.
The door of the men's room was
opened and a 'crowd of about 50
students, according to wi tnesses,
gathered to watch. Several stu-
dents from the Day Session Stu-
dent Government who were pres-
ent attempted to disperse this
group.
Jaqueline Thomas, Lower Coun-
cil member, said, "When I heard
whatwas goingon, I wentinto the-
office and called security. Two
security guards came."
The couple exited the men'sroom
at this time and went into the
Italian Society/CIAO clubroomon
the Fourth Floor, next door to the
bathroom. This was where they
were asked to leave the building
with the security guards. .
The second element being in-
vestigated in this case is whether
these under-age students were_'
intoxicated, and if80 where were
they Illegally served alcohol.
Carl Aylman, director of Day.
StudentActivities, explainedthat
the purpose is not to find fault or
blamethe Italian Societyor CIAO.
Instead, theadministration wants
to determine whether more strin-
gent enforcement· of the current
alcohol YUles are neceB8sry.- .
Italian Society and CIAO club
officers maintain they were given





Continued from Front Page
said another eyewitness Peter
Castro, president ofLatin Ameri-
can Youth.. "Everyone who was
going up the stairs saw it. People
were making very· rude arid ob-
noxious comments as they
passed."
"That girl: said Lopez, "was
all-involvedin whatshewas doing
and she didn't care who was there
to look and was just performing
her act." .
Witnesses said that the woman
vomited on the staircaseat which
point the man brought her into
the stall ofthe men's room on the
Fourth Floor ofthe Student Cen-
ter. At this point witnesses' ac-
counts conflict concerning
whether the couple hadjnter-
course in the stall-.
Kirschner said that there is no
tangibleeyewitnessevidencethat
intereourseoccured, therefore the
charges will not be based on that
alleged incident.
However Castro said that· he. ,
did witness what he thought
might be.interco~* -me...!!-~y
you could tell thl!J were having
sex,· he said, -was by looking
underneaththe stall doorwayand
seeing their legs.· Castro saidhe
Last year Baruch College dis-
tributed 120 personal comput-
ers among tenuredand non-ten-
ured faculty members 'in 'the
three schools of the college.
According'to Louanne Ken-
nedy, associate Provost, thefunds
for thesePescamefrom the State
Bond Issue for a one-time proj-
ect. The School ofBusiness and
Public Administration was fa-
vored with the greatest number
ofPCs-they got approximately
90. The School of Liberal Arts
and Sciences got approximately
20, and the school of Education
andEducational Servicesgotap-
proximately 10, Kennedy says.
"This was a fair decision con-
sidering the scarce resources,"
says Kennedy, "We gave the PCs
to the professors who will need
them more.. Besides the agree-
ment was made between the
Deans from each school of the
College and this office."
, Once they agreed with the
number ofcomputers to be allo-
cated the Deans of each School
determined what faculty mem-
bers should get a PC. The crite-
College
Personal
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. . between Governor Cuomo and an election year. "Some of theseTuition Hike several USS members yielded no legislators won their seats by as
results. ,- r- little as 500 votes: he said. "A
Continued from Front Page "He .(Cuomo) told us he was
n. strong turnout of students.can
Segall said. "I would not like to commited to SUNY and CUNY, have a huge impact."
see that happen again." and as the weeks goby, we should The USS has no plans currently
Segall went on to say that so far . watch his actions and we would to take over buildings this year.
the tuition hike is still a rumor. seethathewascommittedtothese . -rhatisnotourintentionorgoal,"
"I've seen nothing formal on this, institutions," Mayers said. How- Mayers said. "Last year SOme
no document, no letters. Stu- ever, when students asked the people in the public seCtor la-
dentswouldfightsuchaproposal Governor i(he would veto a tui- beled our actions as radical and
. violently;~and--rd~fight-it-too/'..he -- ·tien,i~,··he would-not-.com- .,,-immature.--But...if you check, aU_
said. Segall added ~hat he 00- mit himself; major progressive changescame
lieved the proposal would not "We have a real serious budget about from lobbying and demon-
pass. problem in this state," said As- strations and taking over some
The University Student Senate semblyman Sullivan, indicating part of administration of public
is treating the rumors seriously. that CUNY and SUNY were-not institutions," he also said.
According to Greg Mayers, pr~- the only institutions that are fac- "We were-not immature," said
dent of the student government ing cutbacks. Larry Egodigwe of Borough of.
at Medgar Evers College and Mayers warned legislators ofthe Manhattan Community College,




Save on the•• three 'B" P,oprinters, too:
Proprinter1lll In w/cable (4201/003) $349
Proprinter X24E w/cable (4207/002) $499
Proprinter XL24E w/cable (4208/002) '.78
IBMPS/2 Model Model Model Mode. Model. 30288 (U21) SOZ(U3t) 55SX(U31) 55SX(U81) 70 (U81)
Memory 1Mb 1Mb 2Mb 2Mb 4Mb
Processor 80286 (10 MHz) 80286 (10 MHz) 803865X no (16 MHz) 80386SX (16 MHz) 80386"" (16 MHz)
3.5-incll disketted~ 1.44Mb 1.44Mb 1.44Mb 1.44Mb
"
1.44Mb
Fixed disk drive 20Mb 30Mb 30Mb 60Mb 60Mb
Micro Channel" No Yes Yes Yes Yesarchitecture .
Display 8513 Color 8513 Color 8513 Color •8513 Color 8513 Color
Mouse Yes Yes Yes - Yes Yes
Soft..,. 0054.0 0054.0 0054.0 0084.0 0054.0
Microsoft® Microsoft Microsoft Microsoft Microsoft
Windows and Windows. Word Windows. Word Windows. Word Windows. Word
Word for for Windows *. for Windows ** for Windows ** for Windows ••
Windows ..... and Excel·· and Excel·* and Excel** and Excel··
hOC Windows hOC~ndows hOC Windows hOC Windows hOCWindows
Express."" Express. Express. Express, Express,
Manager1\O Manager Manager Manager Manager
and Color 1\0 and Color and Color and Color and Color
Price S2,299t ~2,799 $3,349 $3,599 $4,"899
tSpecial price on the IBM PS/2 Model 30 286 (U21) is available only from March '15. 1990. through June 30. 1990.
·This offer is available only to quaUfiedstudents, faculty and staff who purchase IBM PS/2's through participating campus outlets. Prices quoted do not indude sales
tax. handling and/or processing charges. Check with your institution regarding these charges. Orders are SUbject to availability. Prices are SUbject to change and IBM
may withdraw the offer at any time without written notice.
•• Microsoft Word for Windows and Excel are the Academic Editions.
~IBM. Personal System/2 Md PS/2 are regist.ed trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation. Microsoft is a registered trademark of Microsoft
Corporation.
-Micro Channel and Proprillt. are trademarks 0: International Business Machines Corporation. 80386SX and 80386 aretrademarks of Intel Corporation. Word foi
Windows is a tradem.k of MIcrosoft Corporation. hDC Windows Express. Manager and Color are trademarks of hOC ComputerCorporation.
~18~ Corporation 1000. .
Ask about the IBM PS/2 Loan for Learning.
Which IBM Personal System/2® should you buy? You can'tgo wrong with.
any of these. Each one comes ready to go with easy-to-usc, preloaded software.,
an IBM Mouse and color display. • ,
You _can blitz through last-minute
term paper revisions. Add those extra- It.
special grapllics. Get your work done •
faster than ever. And at special prices like these., a PS/2® is very f-
affordable.* Fact is, you can hardly afford to be without one.
Come in and let us help you choose the PS/2 that's
right for you.
.=-::. .=e==-= ~-~-~- ~_...- - -_-.-- ------
CONTACT: BILLLEFCHUCK at 212-567-6188 or
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"After I saw that I was completely shocked and dismayed"
Peter Castro, president ofLatin American YOuth, reacting
to the sexual incident on the Student Center stairs on











perhaps a lack of role models,
blackand Latinostudentsare not
attracted to PhD programs, espe-
cially in business subjects.: What
is especiallydisturblng is that
during the last decade, the per-
. centageofdoctorates awarded to
black students in all academic
disciplines declined from five
percent in 1979 to 4.}. percent in
1981 to 3.9 percent in 1985 to 3.6
percent in 1986. There had been
some increase in the percentage
ofdoctorates awarded to Hispan-
, '
The School of Business has
no Latino professor and
only one black professor
Baruch Faculty Scarce-in





Commitment to. Minority Hiring
By ARTHUR LEWIN cized. One African-American lee- ies andRomance Languages, only
turer heard rumors about the a handful remain, virtually all of
program and-has tried in vain to whom are on the lowest levels of
obtain a workload reduction- as the faculty. The School of Busi-
she attends graduate school. The ness has only one black tenured
college has not even acknowl- professor and no Latino tenured
edged her correspondence. professors.
The only "beatingover the head" Baruch has its own system of
that blackandLatinofaculty have apartheid wherein blacks and
received is the resistance of the Latinos; especially in the School
school to give them permanent of Business, are largely brought
Joel Segall is the president of
Baruch College.
The president of Baruch Col-
lege in a meeting with students
OIl-March -Sth was repeatedly
asked, pointblank, whyare there
so few black and Latinoprofes-
sors at Baruch?
His answer? "Black and Latino
studentsare simply notattracted
to ~.D. programs....There is a
strong argument that can be
made for bringing in black and
Latino lecturers and then beat-
ing them on their heads until
they enter Ph.D. programs....We
have a lot of black and Latino
lecturers and some instructors
and though we have been offer-
ing to help over the years in the employment or to promote them.· in as adjuncts or as substitutes.
Ph.D. program (by offering them For example, according to the Adjuncts get a small fraction of
" workload reductions to get their College's own affirmative-action the _J.I1oney that .full-time people
doctorates), we have not had report, last year 14 white-male receive. Substitutes, though full-
many takers.", faculty members were promoted, time, can only serve four semes-
These statements-are totally but not one black.Lerin.orAsian ters before they are shown the
divorced from reality. The col- (or Italian-American) male was door. To assert that the- College
lege has no program for black advanced. cannotfindbIackandLatinPh.Ds
and Latino lecturers to receive President Segall writes in the "'.simply is not true. Blacks and
work reductions to enabl~'them March, 1990 issueofThe Reporter Latinos are in Baruch right now
to obtain their docto~~-, This that there were 121 black, Latino _ with the Ph.D. and consigned to
policy is nowhere written, stated and Asian members on Baruch's adjunct and substitute roles.
or enunciated; Jet- al~'·: publi- . full time faculty. The true figure ,. As you may know, Baruch Col-
",:,~;~.,~:--r~ . is far less. Furthennore, whenwe . Iegehasbeenfightinginthecourts






The naming ofone race superior
to another breeds racism and one
race usually believes itself supe-
rior due to arrogance,ignorance
and fear.·
Tony J4edina, I call upon you to
stoppolluting peopleS'mindswith
disinfonnation, and to use your
column productively in order to
battle racism and injustice.
•
To the Editor




After reading Mr. Medina's
article "RAPE: A Warning"
(March 14, 1990issue) I was over-
comeby the outright hatred and
racism spewed forth. Being one
of the so called "white suprema-
cists" I felt compelled to write.
Mr. Medina conveyed that
"white supremacists" are con-
stantly .thinking up new and
clever ways to wipe out all mi-
norities in America, It's very sad
that my person can seriously
thinkthe main goal ofwhites is to
eradicate all minorities.
Mi'. 'Medina has the nerve to
state that whites are responsible
for creating the AIDS virus in a
science lab. He further states
. that whites created it for the sole
purpose of killing minorities in
America. Ifanyone makes state-
ments, such as the ones above,
they use facts as a basis. Does
Mr. Me4.ina have access toinfor-
mationthat leadingscientists and
doctors around the world don't
have privilege to?
The AIDS virus is a horrific
diseaseand were it'soriginserises
from is not the issue here. This
disease has no mercy, it kills
people of all races. Mr. Medina
thinksfhat whites label Africa-as
-the origin of the disease because
ofsome plotto degrade the conti-
nent and its people. Unfortu-
To the editor:
r am~eftiJlg' SicK.-of'the biased
. . -
racial invective that constantly
flows fran the pen of Mr. Tony
Medina, He is what he professes
to loathe - an uninfonned bigot. I
would be very interested to see if
My. Me~na's oft-quoted "great
historians and scientists" actu-
ally ha-ve names or are they
merely figments of his warped
imagination? Perhaps these
"great historians and scientists"
have written papers, and other
scholarly works, and. we are
merely being subjected to Mr.
Medina's interpretation of these
works. I will probably-have an
exceptienally long wait. For how
could saeh a racial purist deign to
answer a "casted out albino re-
ject"? I would, however, recom-
mend that Mr. Medina look up
the difference between the verb
"to cast out", and its proper us-
age, as opposed to the system of
Speak Truth, Not Trash
, ..,-_..,.. -.,.r. ,.,."""""""" ....
. ,
To the editor
Tony rr!edina is a babbling fool.
The garbage which spews from
.his eolamn is an insult to any
person who has fought against
racism, bigotry and injustice.
It is insulting because Medina
whoisallegedly usinghis column
to fight racism is spouting his
own ~ of racism by calling
"peopleofcolor" superior to white
Americans and Europeans.
The o~il1ions on the OP:ED pages are those of the individual writers,
and do not necessarily represent the opinions of The Ticker Editorial
Staff. Tf1e Ticker accepts only typewritten and signed opinion pieces for
qpublicaticln. Op-Ed pieces should not be longer than 750-1000 words.












































The Ticker is published bi-weekly,
seven times a semester, by The
Ticker EditoriatStaff at137 E22nd
St., New York, N.Y. 10010, Room
301 F. All work except printing is
done by Baruch undergraduate,
graduate, orCUNY BAstudents. All
typed and signed contributions and
letters are welcomed, and should
be mailed to the above address.
Our office is open during regular
school hours. Any display adver-
tising questions should bedireeted
to the advertising or business
managers at (212) 725-7620.
these areas, the money can much good.
Unfortunately, many students here
don't take advantage of intercultural
events or any extracurricular activities at
all. The events are open to all of us, there
is a demand, and they benefit anyone who
attends by educating and entertaining
them.
,We should be grateful that most of us
are not disabled, and the average student
does not have to balance work,' school and
children, but many of our fellow students
desperately need these services.
It may seem to some of us that these
.programs would notdirectly benefit us in
any obvious way, but as Baruch students
and as human beings, this should not be
our only concern.
ing on letter writing campaigns. As the
saying goes- Ifpersuasion fails, force
may be applied. An insistent protest,
therefore, is the only avenue left to stu-
-dents.
Indeed, the USS has already met to
decide what course of action to take in
protest, The irony of the situation, how-
ever, is that even if the proposal is 've-
toed, students will in the long run lose
because cutbacks in student services will
be imminent, hiring procedures will be
structured such that the lowest caliber of
teachers will be attracted to the school
and inevitably the university's reputation
will be at stake.
So, fellow students brace yourselves,
for even ifwe win again, you should ex-
pect grave cuts in student services and
you can rest assured there will be an
proposal for even larger increases in




IT IS WORTH $5.00
There is a petition being circulated in an
attempt to gather 900 signatures in favor
of a referndum to raise the student activ-
ity fee by $5. If the petition succeeds we
. ,
will vote for or against the proposal during
the student government elections on May
1,2 and -3.
You might think that this is all/you need
to know; if someone asksyoutopay more
for something, you say "No" right? Well,
it's not quite that simple this time. Of the
five dollars, $1.50 would help expand dis-
abled student services, $1.50 would go to
intercultural events, and $2.00 would help
to establish a resource center for students
with children. These are small amounts to
the individual student, butmuitiplied by
over 16,000 students and concentrated in
"I would say 99 percent of the issues have been agreed on"
An unnamed sourceconfirming-that BCAA and BLAA
lawyers are close. to a resolution in the more than seven-year
long alumni association struggle
The proposal is at Cuomo's desk again
and the question on most students' minds
is whether he is going to veto it..
Ifhe does not veto it tuition will be
raised by another $200 for all students in
a university system where free tuition was
once seen as a sublime contribution of the
government towards the welfare -of the
poor and the unfortunate, who are by no
means a small chunk of the American
population.-
Again, this year, students at the City
University will hardly make it easy for the
governor to make his decision. Images of
the fiery anger that swept, most CUNY
campuses last year, and of"a success that
did not evolve without cutbacks in student
services, are again prevalent.
What students and faculty members
should know is that student governments-
allover CUNY have gone through all the
necessary avenues in an effort to influence
the legislators by lobbying and by embark-
Quotes of the Fortnight
r1.:"~.. _,..:
NEW PRIORITIES FOR 21ST CENTURY MILITARY
8- Ticker - April 4, 1990
Jus/Who Is ResQonsible ?
Professors Are Liable
• ..... ", ......Al":""
cuss the future course they have
plotted for this institution.
Among the many questions we
will ask, in addition to the above
concerns, are the following. Why
is the college continuing to raise
the requirements for the BBA
degree, and the amount of time
taken to graduate, when Baruch
is already at the very top of the
field? Will courses be available in
the future for those already ma-
triculated, for whom the new ,
more rigorous standards do not
apply? Why are transfer students
admitted before they are given an
accurate picture of how many of
their crewts will beaccepted? Why
is there only one part-time indi-
vidual to handle Baruch's nearly
2,000 foreign students? "Why are
freshmen and sophomores who
stumble in their studies being
given the "death sentence" of"B"
probation? Why are Baruch's stu-
dents required to be more profi-
cient in the English language than
their professors are required to
be?
We'll have this ope11 discussion
with ·President Segall and Dean
Connelly either in an amicable. . ,
orderly fashion, or in a' heated
debate with two empty chairs.
The choice is theirs.
Wemust end bias at Baruch.
We must end the biasagainst fac-
ulty of color, against female fac-
ulty, against students. Iffreedom
and glasnost is sweeping through
Russia, Eastern Europe, South
Africa and the entire world, can
Baruch expect to remain an is-
land of bias unto itself?




faculty of color. It stands to rea-
son that if the College will not
give assistant professorships to
the blacks and Latinos with Ph.Ds
serving as adjuncts and substi-
tutes today, when they are under
intense pressure to do so, they
certainly will not 5 and 7 years
down the line when things have
cooled off. They are only trying to
buy time.
Myself and Dr. Donald Smith,
chair of the Education Depart-
ment, have been trying in vain to
get President.Joel Segalland Dr.
Francis Connelly, dean of t}le
School of Business, to sit down











that school is a unique work envi-
ronment where loyalty to the
studentmust precede any obliga-
tions to the faculty. Ifwe focus on
teaching as the main concern of
any learninginstitutionand work
toeliminate the malignancies that
ails our educational system, each
future generation will be capable
of achieving greater goals than
their predecessors. .
In light of an this, I strongly
urge that we institute a system of
checks and balances whereby the
students can insure the sanctity
of their academic endeavors. I
am not suggesting that we curtail
the authority of our educators
but I am proposing that these
people who can affect our lives
wi th the stroke ofamarking pen
be made accountable for their
actions. Although the vast rna-
jority of professors at Baruch do
very well in the task ofeducating,
there are those remaining few
who must answer for their pro-
fessional inadequacies. The
wanton misuse of discretion can
no longer be ignored. We must
rise from the pit ofindifference in
which we wallow and direct our
attention to this problem. Recog-
nition is only the first step on the
long and arduous road to recov-
ery.If the healing process does
not begin soon, the wounds ofour
education system will produce
ramifications that will eventu-
ally undermine the stability of
ournation for future generations.
not be able to draw, so too the
most learned professor might not
be able to teach. These people
should not be made to feel shame
but should, instead, be made to
seek employment in another pro-
fession where they can better
apply theirknowledgerather than
trying to ineffectively transpose
insipidinformationinto the minds
of their frustrated pupilsj;
While I remain strongly in
favorof loyalty in the workplace,
I stand, yet, opposed to the con-
cept of tenure. For reasons be-
yond my comprehension, our
educational system has elected to
rewardyears ofdedicated achieve-
ment by removing all incentive to






improve or even maintain a level
of performance. Yet, the many
professors who strive for the se-
curity of tenure fail to recognize
the almost inevitable compla-
cency that will entrap them.








posed to the practices ofa certain
professor, there is little or noth-
ing that can be done while the
entire class is still subject to the
scrutiny of that one person. This
is a gross injustice that grows
worse with each semester yet
,. ,... .~ .'~":l~Y"~~'
. . .~ '...
. For Failing To "Teach .
BY BEN LEE considered bad for any number of continues to be overlooked. !
reasonsranging from unfair grad- . College students are adults
ing policy to useless class notes. equipped with rational higher
It is difficult to pinpoint which thought processes i.e. judgement
characteristic makes or breaks a and reason. We should be able to
professor but, clearly, there are voice our opinions iri a manner
overlaps and usually a consensus that will achieve resul ts that can
among the classmates. And even be printed, weighed, monitored
when a class is unanimously op- over time and most importantly,
results that will penalize the of-
fending teacher. Not like the
bogus teacher evaluations sub-
mitted at the end of each semes-
ter that do nothing more than
waste time, paper and pencil lead.
Ifwe can vote a public official out
ofoffice for doing a poor job, then
why can't we exercise the same
freedom in school?
I am not implying that any
professor is not qualified for his!
her job. I'm simply stating that
the qualifications or criteria
thereof must undergo more care-
ful analysis. Afterall, teaching is
truly an art. And like all other
forms of art, there can be many
individualized interpretationsof
tbe same subject. Therefore, we
should realize' that knowledge
does not automatically indicate
teaching ability. Just as the con-
summate art connoisseur might
A student who has fallen be-
low a certain level of academic
standards faces some unpleasant
consequences. Aside from the
loss of time and money that re-
sults from repeatinga course, the
studentwill suffera dropinG.PA
as wen asa deflated morale. More
often than not, the student will
also be reprimanded at home in
addition to the possibility of aca-
demic probation at school.
But what of the teacher who is
guilty of the same negligence?
Are they endowed with any less
responsibility for the transfer of
knowledge thatconstitutes learn-
ing? Is a failing student more a
resultofpoorlearninghabits than
of poor teaching techniques?
These are just some of the ques-
tions that we must address in a
country who's educational system
is seriously lacking in compari-
son to those ofour industrialized
peers.
I, like many others, have had
the misfortune of being in some
classes with what students gen-
erallyrefer to as "badprofessors".
Andindeed they were! They were
ONE
STARTING
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10:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
One Police Plaza
A
The NYC Urban Corps' has almost 6,000 internship opportunities available to college students
interested in participating in the canege work/~ program or earning academic credit. These
internships also' offer students opportunities to'.explore careers in govemment. Dozens of
representatives from City agencies, community groups and non-profit organizations will be on hand to
provide information and answeryour questions. (Curr~Urban Corps iritems who attend the fair wiD
be compensated up to a maximum of tHree hours.) .
One Police Plaza is located behind the MooicipaJ Builcfang at cer.tre and Chambers streets 'in lower
Manhattan.T~ the IAT 4.5 or 6 to Brooklyn Bridge, the N or R to City HaD or the IRT-Seventh AvenUe
to ~_:$treet For more information caD. (212) 566-395~ -.. .
:;:b:~.c_City of New YOrk/Department·ot·personnel
Call Now To"Enroll!
(212) 977~8200
For other locations call SOO-KAP-TESf
f STANlEY H. KAPlAN... Take Kaplan OrTakeYourChances
ing the US and f11rthering our
interests abroad. Even now the
Secretary. ofDefense Is,..trying to
make Congress afraid of the
Soviet Union, while the head of
the CIA is telling those same
congressmen that the Soviet
Union isn't to be feared.
The military operations for the
last decade have involved special
forces, such as Army Rangers,
the Navy's Seals or Delta Force,
usually with all other military
branchesall seekinginvolvement.
This is what caused the failed
rescue operation in Iran,andmore
dead than what shouldhave been
in Panama. Shouldn't there be
one SPecial force that handles
unusual problems or difficult
circumstances, instead of differ-
ent ones all trying to get involved?
This was the case Grenada. It
would benefit both the military
and economic interests ofthe US
ifthere was one military force. To
have such separate branche~all
competing with each other to get
more funding for more costly un-
needed weapon systems, isn't
good for the U.S.
As the United States goes into
the year 2000, hopefully the
march ofdemocracy will continue
for the rest ofthe world, to places
like China and South Africa.
.However, that does notmean that
the military defense ofthe United
States ends. It must continue
against smallerforces thatmight
seem less dangerous than the
Soviets, but forces that are still
destructive and would kin a
wheelchairboundmanasthePLO
have done. The combination of a
strengthened. intelligence com-
munity and a better-trained and
goal-orientated military would
serve the U.S. well.
branches in terms ofthe new type
ofconflicts that it will be involved
in. Squabblingbetween branches
.must be reduced, threatened if
necessaryandremindedthatthey
have the common goal ofprotect-
bushing the enemy, the troops
are trained for civilian life.
'. -Friendsof'mine that have served
in the mi Iitary consideredit to be
a job and not much more. Even
the Armed Forces' commercials
call more attention to technical
training and building a nest egg
for college than invasions and
peace-keepingmissions. Perhaps
that is why the peace force .in
Lebanon ended with hundreds of
casualties. A military and politi-
cal establishment that puts sol-
diers in a war zone, without a
mili tary objective and told tokeep
a low profile if shot at, is at fault.
The Pentagon must analyze 'the
mission goals of the military
enemies.
Besides increasing the backing
ofthe intelligence community, the
military establishment must
change some of its views. Since
the fifties, the US has been hav-
ing the nuclear arsenal take the
place of the conventional forces.
Instead of training the troops to
be soldiers, training in hand-to-
hand combat, weapons and am-
~_________ '.. ",'- 'f t,
----------- - -------- --:- -- -- .•"':"" ~-~~ ---- -- - - •.
~ ~._----._.~
To deal with this type ofenerny
one must first try and learn who
they are, what are they fighting
for, and how they being financed
and trained. Organizations such
as the CIA and DIA (Defense
Intelligence Agency) will need the
mostbacking. The FBI will proba-
bly need to have a larger budget
for its counterintelligence func-
tions.
The great strategist Sun Tzu
said that one must learn about
oneself and learn about the en-
emy, so one can win the war. This
strategy is as important during
peace as it is during war. During
peace the enemy is usually un-
.known, preparing strategies and
trainingits people. Countries like
the United States concentrate
their times of Peace on financial
gain rather than military gain,
such as was the case after WWII
and after Vietnam. The results
inc! ude the Bay of Pigs, terror-
ism and hostage takingandfailed
hostage rescue operations. All of
which were the result of bad in-
telligence and, decision making,
and the lack of commitment to
the special operational forces pro-
gram. Our government is still
, thinkinginold-fashionedmilitary
terms andmust adapt to the new
The great strategist Sun Tzu said that
you must know your enemy to win the
war. Likewise, the United States must
increase its intelligence gathering meth-
.ods and fighting skills to match new
enemies.political and religious terrorists
By JOSEPH REISS
The entire world seems to have
'. , -.. ,." . . .
changed in the last few years. It
was only a short time ago that the
Soviet Union was the "evil em-
pire." Movies and television pro-
grams were based on frictions
between the superpowers. The
"red menace" has been with the
United States since the end of
WWII. The Korean and Vietnam
wars, and McCarthyism were the
result, while trillions of dollars
and millions of lives have been
spent on beating those "godless
communists." What should the
United States do now?
Many expensive institutions
have based their entire fortunes
on the concept of "better dead
than red." Consider that the
majority ofthe armed forces have
trained on the theory that the -
Eastern Bloc nations will use
western strategies of war. Some
of the largest companies in the
world and also the largest em-
ployers, have grown on building
the costly weapons for this strat-
egy.
The type of military war that
the United States will have to
deal with is terrorism. The capa-
bility of a small group of people
filled with a belief can be great.
The soldiers of the American
Revolution were just that; they
took on the superpower of that
time and won. Luckily matchlocks
and cannons were being used.
Today's terrorists use plastique
explosives, kidnap-people and
usually go aftercivilians. Organi-
zations like the PLO have made
schools and tourist buses the
targets. Its been said that some
of these organizations have the
capability of making small au-
clear devices.
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DSSG has implemented an
. annual award to be given to a
• professor for outstanding teach-
val the skirts that are worn are tion. The crude methods of-the should not be missed. :It is an • ingperformanceintheclassroom.
festive,. in celebration of the craft are inspiringandbeautiful. opportunity to explore and con- ; The purpose of this award is to .
"capture"and"death"ofthebeast. Although the colors are subdued, sider the foundations fOltInuch of ; give students the opportunity to J
Each Ncaka is representative muted reds, brown and beiges, our own modern geometric art- : select the' professor who in their ~
of the women's social standing. the combinationofcreativityand ists. I i opinion has been outstanding- t"~
Through the embroidery and .' resourcefulness..... gives them a ; ~ thepresentationofhislherc('1
applique shegives to it. 'The skirt'/special distinction. Theabstract- TheNcaka. will beonexhibit from. i material in the lecture. -'. '; ..:.
is made up ofmany smallsquares shapes sewn onto the skirts are March 16th to April 2~h, The i Other criteria used will be
of'fabric, usually measuring25" x on some organized and paatient BaruchCollegeGallery,iJ35East I the professor's .rating from the
·-25"--and 1!Jewntogether--:~erea~·ami-on-etbers.arefteaiYY,almost~-22M-.~t,~nert--dotxir--t~--thedr·-tea£mng~valuaQC)RssunreyfilJed.··,·_·_­
-theloilgrectailglethatiswtapped brooding, sometimeschaotic'and -srUdent'Center. 'Hours d;re Mon- : out by students' . an:ct·· the
around the woman and fastened wild. day to Friday 12 to 5prrl.1 Thurs- ! professors contribution to extra-
at the waist with a special sash. The experience of viewing day til Zpm: : curricular activity organized by
The skirts on exhbit at the these unique symbols of history : students on campus.
Baruch Gallery invite irnagina- The purpose of the award is
to highlight the value and impor-
. . tance place on professors class
. room perfonnance by students;
• research is an important aspect
: of a professor's professional per-
i fonnance and research definitely
I
; enhances the knowledge of the _.
I professor in his field. However"
i research' seems to be.the major
i requirement and not ability to
teach effectively; from some of
the recent complaints students.
have voiced about some of the
professors theyhavebeenencoun-
tering in the classroom. DSSG
has responded to this concern .
expressed by students by ac-
knowledging the students choice
and who best can attest to profes-
sorsclass room performance than
students..
Students can make their choice
bypickingup a formfrom DSSG's
office in the student center or
votingonanyoftheflyers distrib-
uted in the classrooms or on bul-
le.tin-boa·r-ds.'rhe Academic
Committee on counsel is respon-
sible for the exeeutionof this ef-'
fort.
Students have until April 15,
to submit their choice, social se-
curity~umbersmust accompany
all nominations; the students
choice or professor can also be
dropped into the DSSG's sugges-








The Ncaka is worn bYt the women p,rimarily .fo~ th.! annual. two-day festi.valthat
celebrates the .birth of the Kuba Kingdom' by re-enacting their' origin myth.
The newestexhibitat the Bar-
uch College Gallery is a salute to
the textile industry and African
history. On exhibit is a collection
of ceremonial skirts from the
<, African Kuba Kingdom in' Zaire.
This is the first time that these
textiles h~been exhibited in
New York.
Th~Ncaka,as these skirts are
called, are made through a com-
binedeffortofthemenand women
ofthis culture. Thefabricismade
from the fibers of the raffia palm
leaf, indigenous to Zaire, the men
weave the fabric from the threads
made by the women rom the
leaves. The fabric is then given
back to the women to be softened,
dyed and sewn into the ceremo-
nial Ncaka.
The Ncaka is worn by the
women primariy for the annual
two-day festival that celebrates
the birth ofthe Kuba Kingdom by
reenacting their origin myth.
-Thellrst day ofthe festival the
skirts that ar-e-worH aretlJe...colOF---'oftukula, which is a deep red hue
and is a symbol ofmourning rec-
ognizing the destruction of the
village by a powerful, savage ani-















Student Government," African Students I
UMOJA, and the Student Activities'
'Baruch College/CUNY .~'
to present . . .
Baruch Student Center Information Booth, 137 E. 22nd St.;
or call (212) 725-3230. Also contact the Office of Evening






A ticket is required for admission







or day care to call or drop by
Helpline.
Helpline also sponsors work-
shops on issues that students are
concerned with. Upcoming pro-
grams include "Overcoming Pro-
crastination", on April 19, at 7:30
pm in the 5th floor lounge, 26th
Street building, "International
StudentEmploymentWorkshop",
May 3, and "Interpersonal Skills
in Relationships", April 26, both
during club hours in the Globus
Lounge, 360 ? AS.
Helpline is open to all Baruch
students, new student volunteers
are always needed. Students who
want more information can call
the office at 725-4177, or drop by
room 516 in the 26th Street build-
ing. The office hours are Mon-
day-Thursday from 9am to 6pm,
and Fridays from llam to 3pm.
According to Adem Lika, a
helpliner for two years, "Helpline
is very open, you can be yourself,
and everyone will accept you."
time are paid on the average 64
cents for every dollar a man·
makes, with Latina women aver-
aging51 centsandAfrican-Ameri-
can'women averaging 54 cents.
Over 70% of working mothers
have to work to make ends meet;
over 9 million children require
childcare. Two out 'of every three .
poor adults are women, women
headhalfofall poor families,and
over' t~~tbdrds of all African-







Liz Toepfer, the Helpline coordi-
nator, hold these sessions on
Thursday's during club hours.
Many s tu dents who are
"stressed-out" from the daily
hassles ofliving in New York City
need someone to talk to, so they
come to Helpline, where caring
studentsare waiting tp listen and
to help. The information avail-
able at Helpline is as varied as
the ethnidtiesofthe students who
make up Helpline. Students of-
ten seek general school informa-
tion, suchas office telepnone num-
bers, locations of departments,
and procedures or deadlines for
applications. Students also come
to Helpline for more personal rea-
sons, such as academic troubles,
drug and alcohol abuse, personal
relationship problems, stress and
depression. Helpline resources
include many outside agencies
that can be of use in these situ-
ations. It is not unusual for stu-
dents looking for information on
affordable housing, legal services,
International Women's Day
International Women's Day,
on March 8, was inspired by a
militant street demonstration in
1908 when women from sweat-
shops and tenements on the
Lower East Side in New York
City marched to Union Square
with demands for higher wages
and better working conditions,
the right to vote and an end to
child labor.
Today, eight decades later, .
.' :' j women face many of the sante
. _.~ -J.~.prob1ems_~' WomeQi working full- _:~ ~ -
'Helping
, -'. -. -- .~. -' - .~. .'
HELPLINE!
-.
... __ ~. t:.. _._ ... "
By FRANCIS MENDEZ
Room 520 is not a classroom, it
is often packed with students talk-
ing' studying, eating or just veg-
ging out at the end of another
laborious school day. On the door
there is a plaque engraved:
HELPLINE STAFF LOUNGE.
Two stickers lie inconspicuously
above the plaque, "Stay Alive,
Don't Drink and Drive" and"Give
blood-Save lives."
These students are members of
Helpline, a confidential peer
counseling organization for Bar-
uch students. It is located in
room 516 ofthe 26th Streetbuild-
ing. Helpline, which was char-
tered in 1976, is' an information
center, as well as a safe environ-
ment for students who need
someone to talk to. It is run by
student volunteers who are not
professional counselors, but are
trained to help others. Helplin-
ers are trained·to handle serious
and everyday situations. Each
Helplinermust attend a ten week
training program that· teaches
Women of color must have
access to jobs of their choice, be-
cause they are going to continue
to be the sole supporter of their I
families. Unless they have ac-r
cess to jobs that pay a decent
I
wage, poverty among African I
American children will keep ris- I
ing.
I
number ofpotential customers. I
Other attractions are: I
I
_e Hot 97 FM personalities I
- • Palladium Lambada Dancers I
- eG~e;:=pearance byJellybean ! :.
~:=:~:: :::::~8pm! .;t~_:~
It is clear to see, the Retail I '" . .
Trade Society has went all out to
produce a quality show, and for a
good cause, too. So, come out and
show your support with other
students from various colleges
around the city.
Tickets are available in Room
839, of the 26th Street building.
to be a resolve to continue to
struggle for the essential require-
ments for women who work.
Among these are child care and
the freedom ofchoice. Women who
have made it must understand
that they have an obligation to
assist others, and make room for
them wherever they want to be in
the workforce. If there is not a
major issue around which women
coalesce. we may see an erosion of '
rights. This is a lesson that Civil





bral Palsy, and the Leukemia Ii
Foundation.
The Retail Trade Society was I
able to persuade boutiques, de- I
partment stores and designers to
provide them with fashions and I
accessories for the show. Some of !
the participants are j
Bloomingdale's, The Antique
Boutique, Gibbon, Chelsea De-
signers, Bugle Boy, Speedo and
others. These participants will be
able to show their latest fashions,
and promote their name to a large
Fashion
The Retail Trade Society is a
fairly new chapter at Baruch
College, that is quickly gaining
the status and recognition it de-
serves. President, Guinevere Go
is energetic and dedicatedas well
as the other active members,
Norma Hernandez, 'Mary Payne,
Gail Lin, AJrisaGHidden, Bernard
Macias, and Michele Lariviere.
Together, -they are presenting
their First Annual Retail Trade
Fashion Show on April 5, 1990.




with golden vocal cords. !t'urther-
more, a portion of the proceeds
will be donated to the Ronald
McDonald House, United Cere-
McCall
Q. Doyou see bigger strides being
made by 'Yomen in the 1990s?
place at the world renown Palla-
dium in New York City. It will
feature professional models and
entertainers as well as Baruch
College student's, who's main goal
is to dazzle your eyes with the
latest fashions ofthe '90s. One of
'our own, ArthurJamison, willbe
performingthat evening. Ifyou're
not familiar with Mr. -Iamison,
come check him out, he is blessed
Continued from Page 12
lish an annual program ofactivi-
ties that will include seminars, '
symposia, and conference. We
eventually hope to establish a
journal.
A. The 9<Ys will probably be a
period of 'reassessment of gains
made, and a consolidating of our
position in the society. There has
I
Aspirations: Women - and espe-
cially Black women - have been
conditioned to achieve only up to
a certain level. I hope to go be-
yond that level. I want to be the
'best that I can be. I feel that
education is the necessary first
step in that direction.
Solidarity Message: We have
brains -,and skills - with organi-
zation we can move mountains.
Continued on Page 13
someday be independently suc-
cessful and make a small mark
for myselfandfor women. Though
my-field of expertise is market-
ing, and I hope to be active in the
business world, I also have a keen
interest in world wildlife and the
environment.
Solidarity Message: My mes-
sage to all women is total c?mmit-
ment to achieve what your heart
, ,
desires - be it at home or at
work.
American faculty, staff and stu-
dents. The By-Laws of C.A.AN.
will be ratified by the member-
ship in May. We will then eStab-
Genny Humphries/Profile.
Student Organizations: I am a :"~'~s~'t;:;"'),b ."\",,.,.,. ~;~;"~:
member of two organizations on·''';'-'.:'·':'' ....
campus - B.L.A.C.K. (Black
Leadership through Action Coi-
lectiveness and Knowledge) of
which I am a former President
and E.S.S.A. (Evening Session
Student Assembly) where I am
Vice PresidentofInternal Affairs.
At present, I am working on en-
suring that all evening profes-
sors have evening hours; for even
though President Segall insists
that they must, many ofthem do
not. I would like to take this
opportunity to urge evening stu-
dents who are experiencing this
hardship to stop by E.~.S.A.'s
office and speak with me.
On Work/Farnily/School/Activi-
ties: My daughter, who is now 15,
was only 9 years old when I be-
came a student. Scheduling my
time was much more difficult
when she was younger due to the
fact that she was not old enough
to shoulder such responsibilities
as getting -herself to and from
school and preparing her meals.
Now that she is older I find that I
can redistribute my time, placing
more emphasis on school related
matters.
This is not a new body, but it has
recently been reorganized, so I
am the first African American
woman to hold office in this or-
ganization. Itisa special Interest
organization whose purpose is to
advocate fQl" the rights ¢ African




Student Organizations: I am
an International student from
India and have transferred "to,
Baruch as a Junior from the Uni-
versity ofSouth Florida (USF). In
other words, from sun and fun to
snow and sleet. Ihavejoined Club
India at Baruch and at USF I was
active in the Students of India
Association, the Themis Honor
Society, and a member of the
Alpha Omicon Pi sorority. I feel
that club activities are very im-
portant because they teach you
about the real world. It's unfortu-
nate that at Baruch we do not see
a lot of intermingling of different
races and cultures as it is at USF.
I hope to see that in the future.
On W ork/Family/School/
Activities: Presently I work as a
college assistant in the Adminis-
trative Computer Center. I enjoy
workingand studyingat the same
time, because working is a part of
education and gives me a strong
sense of responsibility. I hope to
and the men fish. However, in
both societies thejobofthe woman
is viewed as the lesser ofthe two.
Aside from the fact that we have
come a long way from fishing and
hunting, women have come along
way overall.
Q. Are there any special activi-
ties in which you are involved?
paper that will be delivered at the
Fourth International Interdisci-
plinary Women's Studies Confer-
ence. This conference will be at
. Hunter College this June. The
paper explores the impact that
technology will have on women in
teaching.
L,
are, that should be all that mat-
ters as far as opportunity is con-
cerned.
Solidarity Message: I once heard
'"
a description oftwo types ofsocie-
ties in our world. In one society,
the men hunt and the women
fish. In the other, the women hunt
A. I have recently become very
McCluhan's vision of the "global active in the CUNY Women's
village" is materializing, we have Coalition (CWC). ewc is spon-
not yet created a global city, One soring what we believe is the first
outcome of the project will be all female student conference for
closer communication between CUNY. There will be delegates
children and communities. and other participants from every
I am also a member ofa large campus. This event will also be at
College committee entitled the the Hunter College c~pus on
Joint Committee on Teacher March 24. We are organizing a
Education. The Committee, un- speakout, a Bill of Rights for
der the leadership of Dean Carl female students will be amended
Rollyson(SEES),iswritinganew and ratified. In addition, there
secondary education proposal for will be workshops that deal with
teacher education. One goal is to nine issues relevant to women
strengthen the liberal arts and students.
science preparation of prospec- The student conference is one
tive teachers. The Committee is more project in a largerone which
developing an exciting curricu- is the Feminization of CUNY. A
lum that will lead to the certifica- 1988 summer institute estab-
tion of teachers well prepared to lished the priorities of the Fem-
meet the challengesofthe schools inization of CUNY project. The
of New York City. March conference for students is
In addition, I am collaborat- an outcome of the institute. The
ing with other colleagues on the purpose of the conference is to
production of a multicultural raise the level of consciousness
anthology. It will be useful for about the rights and needs of
teachers, researchers and others women ~~..:d~&i.t:,.
who want to develop multi-cul- Iamalsothe Vice-Chairperson of
tural curricula. the' City U niversity Mrican
I am a189doingresearch for a . ~ ..4merican Network (C.A.A.N.).
Weber/ ProfileChristine
Student Organizations: Since
Fall '88 I have been an active
member of the Society for Hu-
man Resource Management. I am
presently serving the organiza-
tion as Vice President.
On WorkIFamily/SchooVActivi-
ties: I have never considered
going to school, being active in
SE.R.M. and going to work a
"balancing act." They are all an
important part of my life and I
try to do my best.
Aspirations: I would like to"make
it big," but not in terms ofa posh
office with a view - although I
wouldn't mind! More impor-
tantly, I want to make it big as a
businesswoman who is aware of
the personal level of employees
as well as the business aspects. I
think this-is where the balancing
act comes in. I do not see my sex
as a hindrance. I know what I am
capable of and what my limits
Q. What is your position?
Q. Where di d you receive your
Ph.D.?
-Cecelia McCall/Profile
Q. What are some ofyour present
professional activities?
A. I received my third degree, and
I mean that in every sense of the
word, from our neighbor in the
village, New York University. My
field is Communications.
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A. One is PROJECT 30, a na-
tional project in higher eduction,
sponsored by a grant from the
Carnegie Corporation. I am one
of a team of four who represent
Baruch College. The project is
addressing five issues: subject
matterunderstanding, pedagogi-
cal content knowledge, entitle-
ment, multi-cultural issues, and
minority recruitment into teach-
ing. Cecily Gottling, teacher at '
the Hunter College Laboratory
School; Emily DiMartino, an as-
sistant professor in SEES, and I
am collaborative writing a pro-
posal that addresses and weds
multicultural literacy and tech-
nology. It will involve SEES' stu-
dent teachers, faculty of both
SEES and the School of Liberal
Arts, as well ascooperatingteach-
en from the Hunter Laboratory
School and a public elementary
school in the'City.WhileMarshall '
A. I am presently the Director of
Instructional Services for the
"Department of Compensatory
·ProgramslSEEK, School ofEduc-
tion and Educational Services.
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April 27, Friday, 5:00pm
. .
Play HWHERE WE ARE TOOA Y-In Room
/ ( / In 24th St. Ijldg.
May 3 , Thurs. 5 :30pm» "WHERE WE A.RE TODAY"
SiI?VDENY CENTER P~6R~"BOARDp-.. ~ .'. . ' .
SEllf/E571'/E1l?l1EfPlENYS .
Apri 1 19 , Tnursdav I 6 -1 Opm ·
Fantastic HF.4SHION SHOWJ'" Tickets cost,
12 In advance, 13at the door. In the
Aua/tor/um. TIcket can be purchased In
room 2/2 Student center 22nd st Bldg.
Apri 1 26J Thursday, club hours
AppetizIng 'rOOD FESTH Student center
Apri 1 19, Thursday} Cl ub Hours




Apri 1 23 I 24, 25, & 26, 4:00pm
,/1ovle~ I:5EA '·OF L OVE 1 '
. .
Ap·ri 1 5, Thursday 5:30pm
Jesse JacA.~sonHSponsored by, U~IOJA,
ASA~ OSS~ (,~ Student·Center.
"
.',
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D.OBJAge: 1-25-69 21 years
old
Role or job: Sophisticated
Mother Type
Intended major: Advertising
Career plans: I plan to seri-
ously pursue a career in Gospel
singing..Singing is such a won-
derful form of expression and
music in general has a powerful
influence on people.
Plans in theatre or ac~ing in
the future? I'd love to be in-
volved in more plays; especially
those in which I'd have an oppor-
tunity to.sing.. What better place
to start than here atBaruch, and
there's no better time than the
present.. _
Anything~ say about GOD-
sPELL? I think irs going to be
very enjoyable. We're dealing
with some very talented PeoPle
here. We~r8 taking a very popu-
larplay and doing it -&ruch
style.- rmbaviDgalotoft\mand






Career plans: Work! HopefuJly
get into a firm of some'sort and
work my way up to the top.
-Plans in theatre or acting in
the future? Yes, through the
school, communities and contacts
I have With people. And if I'm
lucky Broadway or the movies!
Anything to say about GOD-
SPELL? It's very different than l
any other musical that I've done,"};









Plans in theatre or acting in "
the future?'yes. Neighborhood
activities or school.
Anything to say about GOD-
SPELL?' Pm enjoying andmade
new friends. I love it.
Roger Aguilera





Career plans: I hope get a job
somehow linked to the computer,
-- -·fieid;-preferaoly-ptogtammmg.
also intend to follow up on my
actingexperience, in order tohave,'
something to fall back on.
Plans in theatre or acting in
the future? I plan to attend as
many auditions outside of Bar-
uch as possible in order to further my interest in the theatre.
Anything to say about GODSPELL? This has been a difficultyet rewarding en-
deavor. I really enjoy acting, soI was looking forward to beingin the play. With a
lot of work, cooperation and a little luck, I forsee quite an excellent production.
Meet-the Cast




D.O.BJAge: 3-1i-69 21 years
old
Role: "Ingenue"
Intended~or:It was French, ,
but I'm changing it.
Career plans: I think I'll be in'
school the rest ofmy life.
Plans in theatre or acting in
the future? Yes I do, if I can.
Anything to say about
GODSPELL? We all work to-.
gether very well. Collectively we
make up a funny~ hard working
group.
Billy Bunche




produce, compose, perform and
arrange my own recordings. To
~-directmy ownvideos and to write
and produce my own films. In
otherwords, a superstar.
Plans in theatre or acting in '
the future? Yes, by starting
with music videos and eventually
growing into feature films and
Broadway.
Anything to say about
GODSPELL? Godspell has been-
a blessing in disguise for me be-
cause I have learned so much in
such a short time. The disadvantage is the amount ofworkyou putinto
a show. "Everybody wants to be a star, but they want someone else
to work for it."
Meet some ofyour fellow BaTUchian student. who wiU either
perform in the play or whose artwork, costuming or stage






Intended major: Ad Hoc The-:-
atre
Career plans: I plan on either
working in or establishing a the-
atre of my own, doing "ministry
through theatre" (much like the
Lamb's Theatre). I don't know
what TIlbe doing, whether it'll be
.. aeting,:designing;:directing;'pro-:..
ducing, composingmusic, etc... so
I'm studying all aspects of the-
atre to find my "niche." ,
Plans in theatre or acting in
the future? Yes, I Just said that
in the previous question, Glenn!
Can't you read?! But seriously,
Glenn, you know I'm involved
with everything In the theatre!
(Editors note: J spell my name with one "n, " not tuio.)
Anything to say about GODSPELL? The show will surprise those
people who come to see a highly evangelical play. The show does not
claim: to be a historicallyaccurate account ofJesus Christ. Itis more
ofa glorifying picture Jesus Christ, and I believe that people have to
make that distinction. It will be different. For instance, I portray Ju-
das as not the sneaky, conniving character with whom most people
associate him. Instead he is portrayed as being a more simpathetic
character, who had no choice but to betray God.. I believe that Judas
was -redeemed; othera may disagree, but none of this will change
matters. Whether or not Judas was redeemed is between Judas and
God. But I believe that God is merciful enough to forgive him. After
all, how many ofus can say that we haven't betrayed God in one way





7 am to a'pm









(46 East 26th Street, 5th F'loor)
o
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. Produced bY DevaneylMorris
rating: ••••1/2.
Here we have it, a top notch soul
album with 10excellentcuts, and
one 12"B-side single that is al-
ready you Black radio. Di~ you
knowshe is wrote? LisaBtans-
field is from England, inspired by
Aretha Franklin and Gladys
Knigh~thiswoman's got SOUL. He~ debut album is skyrocketing
up the charts in the :US as it did in the UK. It isa must-have, trust
me. .
You've heard "All Around The World," the first release, and latley
I've been hearing "Sincerity," and "Affection" on the radio as well.
-Every cut on the album has tremendous potential for airplay.. The
vocals on "What Did I Do To You" sound remarkably like Angela
Bofill. "Live TOgether" is one of those uplifters-a happy tune, a
happy theme, with happy vocals-a sunny-day-driving-In-a-convert-
ible kind ofsong. Most of the songs on the album are upbeat, and all .
of them go oververy well. 'The 12"versio~of"AlI Around the World"
has nice remixes, as well as "Affection" on the B-side, which is not.
found on the album (strange, considering that is the title cut)-. The
music is smooth, always with a nice bass, and her vocals are .the
perfect complement--smooth and soulful.' .
Time magazine said that many people see her as a "novelty," but she
doesn't mind. She said, "I can't help what color I am, I'm just doing
what I love to do." IfArista continues to push her the right way this
album can reap many rewards, as well as establish Lisa as more than
simply "a novelty." ..
.Carrie Larrier's
Peace· Love
. . .. ,
d Soul...,
,.
This week's column was inspired beens. Ifa performer is trash, we be PHEN:OMENAL.'Enter New
by the 'broadcast of the SOUL will let hem )f~ow. This is evi- Kids On.Jrhe Block. They were
TRAIN MUSIC AWARDS. I look denced man}(a night; at the Apollo trainedfo sing, dance, and speak .
forward to Black awards shows, Theater, when even the "Black." Little white girls are
whether they be musicrelated, professionals get booed off the BLOWN AWAY.
business/education related, or a stage. No mercy! Did you notice There are some people (Tony)
tribute to· someone's lifetime thatAlB.SUre!wastheonlyone who dislike my high regard for
achievement. 'These shows are lip-synching during the perform- actsfrom England, Germany, and
always -so lively and down-to-ance of"Secret Garden?" He was other parts of Europe. These·
earth-Ihate tomiss them. (They up there with three established white performers admit their
are very easy to miss, unfortu- singers-Barry .White, James. strong Motown (Black) "roots,"
nately,becausefirst, theyare few Ingram, and El DeBarge, and and this sound shines through
and far between, and second, he just couldn't hang. Maybe and makes theiracts work. Many
broadcasters often air them at someone in charge knew it would English groups were raised in
one or two o'clockin the morning, be trouble ifhe opened his mouth. .the "slums"ofEngland, listening
without much publicity.) to really sing. to "bad" music. After becoming
·The Grammy Awards, on the TakeMilliVanilliforexample- popular in the US, they were
other hand, have become such a a marketing-ploy that has caught asked who theirmajorinfluences
waste. Artists you've neverheard on foronereason-whiteAmerica were. Their responses: Aretha Afterreviewingthe album's first
of.erenomiaated and ertists you loves them.. They were· designed .. :Frank]jD~:lW8rtha& the Van- . twosingles, "TheSunRising"and HAPPINESS·
haven'theardanythinggoodfro~ strictly1'() c:ross over, and they "deUas,SmokeyRobinsonand "Hello," I coUldn't wait to hear ·Th~ Beloved
win top honors•. Everyone IS have done Just that. Theyare theMiracles... Peopleil1~heUS_. tlJeaJbum Tbealburn is not bad, At1antic~ds. ----.c----.-- _. _._ .
.... -dn!-.i~.~~erowd:~.'1unmlellsiflaap~nvho-cannot--didnc;t know th;;.t.theseMotown ·it's-JuSt; 1!Ot-what I was expect. ~~.MMtynPhillips-
~or t~e upper fi.erl groups were reap- ing-it's not just dance. There is rating: ..
isquiet.applauding ing major success a variety of music on this one- L-_._~:--~~--: -;-'I
at appropriate in- in Europe. slow ballads, middle-of-the-road dance tunes, dance classics, a couple
tervalsandsmiling "The Grammy These groups of Hot 97 runs, and even one that sounds like it's straight out ofa
when the camera have SQUL. The SHAFT movie, called "Wake Up Soon." .
hits them., The . h acts on these "Up Up and Away'" and"ScarletBeautif~" are pretty fast-maybe
winners give- l~ng A.wards., on t.' .e awards shows Hot 97 will pick: one of these up. "I Love You More-has lyrics ";Dd
speeches, thanking have SQUL. They music that remind me ofDepeche Mode, and vocalsthat sound like
everyone they ever b h d sing from the Tears For Fears. "Found" is a slow one, sort.of QMD-ish~ .
shared an elevator ot ... er .an ., heart. Most of The "Hello" 12" release has four completely different versions of the
with, often neglect- them were raised
ing to thank the ha"1[7':.e becom·e in and around the
upper tier-the '. ' church, and have
fans. It 'all boils the unmistakable
down to thecompe- such. a w aste of qualities in every-
tition, big egos,and thing they do.
winning. They~.They C'MON.BABE Fresh from their appearance on
This scenario is t~me " make the audi- 'The 2 Live Crew The Phil Donahue Show, it's the
much u-nli-ke- a. . .. • enceget up and Skyywalker Records 2 Live Crew. Just what you al-
"Black show." Eve-. ~. Tuxe- Produced by Luke 'Skywalker ways wanted on a major network
ryone seems to be does, evening .rating: ** program-the 2 Live Crew pro-
readyfor some fun. gowns and all, people. are in the tecting their right to sell records With obscene lyrics, no matte~~ow
The audience is brimming with .sing (notice they were lip-synch- aisles dancing. Nocannedlaugh- bad the song sounds. 2 Live crew records have a ver.Y distinct style
pride-you can just see it. The ing at the- awards-and every- ter or polite head-nodding, only to them, they are often a collection of samples frOIlfJuu:d rock songs
nominatedartistsare usuallysin- where else they go), cannot dance honest,heartfelt reactions. along with some classic latin sounds (conga drums and_~~s)thatare
cerely deserving of the honors, (hopping, pointing, and posing is . Thatis why I love these shows. characteristic of the Miami area from which ~he2 Live Crew
and when one person wins over' more like it), and cannot keep .Youknow how Arsenio is always ',oringinates.Oncealittlesubbassis.added~abasicrhythmtrackthis
another; you don't feel personally synchronized (not to mention on saying, "this is not a talk show, conglomeration is ready to be popped into and pumped out of the
offended thatyour pick lost. You beat) when there are only two of .it's a ~-it's true. His show nearest 400 watt,.4x4 sound system. "C'mon Babe" is typical 2 Live
don't feel like the artists ar fum- them. We won't even get into is like no other. Blackawards Crewissuecompletewithnurserysc:hoolrhYIIJesandrec:or~ngspeed
ing about losing-it seems like their'lyrics-"Blame It On The shows are in a class by itself, as ofat least 250 rpms (forget trying to slow it down-neither one ofour
the-y are satisfied ~th simply Rain?!" Ifit was left in the hands well. They don't seem like com- phonographs can stop this run away train) . . . .
beingnominated. You've noticed of Black America (or Arseni() . petitions, 'they are more' like 2 Live Crew is living proof that sex sells (sex hasbeen veeery good
all the big names who snow up. Hall), 'Milli Vanilli would be a showcases oftalent. Often, win- forthem)andforthemithas80ldtothe~eoCagoldreeorcLItismy
Everyone is glad to be there to foggy memory. ners say·they are glad they won. belief that the 8UCessofthe2 Live Crew can~ attributed to their
support the eause jand show An even better example is New .the award from their people, in provocative album covers usually pmtrayiDga·~etYhea1thyycilrig·
America exactly how talented Kids On The Block', They a~ front. of their people. Pride is lady in the latest string (or is it stringless??) bathingsuit.Urd'~-
they are. . the epitome ofmarketing, The~r theirmajorc:oncem. The~isannately,thepromotionalcoPYlreceivedhadnotonepbotoenc1~nor,;<:~"T,
You see, Black.performers can- manager, a black, man, created air of informality that makes it -did it have the-usual photo on the jacket eover thus rendering tbis.lp· . \
not get by like many whites sim- ~ew Edition ~ few years back- . seem like it's taking place in worthless. Myadvice to you is take a lOokat~i41ebt. decideifyou I
ply with a clever marketing gim- marltetingthem.shamelesslyand _someone's home~_'big_party__ need a.new..poid-er, buy it, then p~mptlydiaprd·tbatbladt pieeeoC
miek and no talent. BlaekAmer- intentionally as the ."ne~ with old friends and family.in vinyl in the ~dd1eandhang it on your.·wan. If)'ou do not like' the
ic:a will notlet·tbem. Maybe they JackBOD-S. .He knew that 1( celebration. It'samatterofumty photokeep'~ng!!. ... _ ._ ,
wIll catch on for about a minute, these five young Blackguysc:ould with these artists, and that's the . ' ;....WESLEY.SJlITR
but they will SOOft disappearinto be I;lS popular~l over America as way it should be. .







Wednesday, April 18-Saturday, April 21
8:00 PM
Tuesday, April 24-Saturday, April 28
8:00 PM
TICKETS $4.00
BARUCH COLLEGE STUDIO THEATRE
17 Lexington Avenue (23rd Street) Room 9,11
A MUSICAL BASED UPON THE GOSPEL ACCORDING T~ SAINT MATTHEW
THE DEPARTMENTS OF SPEECH_AND MUSIC
PRESENT
•
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: NUNS ON THE RUN StarrinJ Eric idle, Robbie Coltrane,
; Camille COd~Jan~tSuzman-and Tomffickey. Written
j and Directed by Jonathan Lynn. Rated R. A 20th Century
i Fox Release. •••
He wanted to be precise in his
portrayal of Buck Cross. Accord-
ing to Gregg, "I have to be careful
not to give a stereotypical Per-
formance."
When asked about his relation- II
ship with his co-stars, Gregg re- I·
sponded, "The rest of the Young l'
Riders cast and I hang out a lot
together off the set. We've gone !
to shoot pool together, and we all
go out to dinner on Sundays,
which is our day off." As far as
ronnanceisconcerned,thereisno
special person in.Gregg'slife right
. now.
Gregg resides in Los Angeles
and SPends his free time singing,
writing, and riding his mountain
bike around the beautiful Ari-
zona desert.
You are certain to see a lot
more ofGregg Rainwater. It will
also be a long, long time before
"The Young Riders" rides offinto
the sunset.
,-y': ':,~")l?-,I .- .
~:~ - "- • ~ / ~-4 _ •
. )
• J' ~ •
ing," Gregg told me.' He set out to
do back-to-beck community the-
atre plays throughout his gram-
·marand high school days. During
high school in Sterling Heights,
Michigan, Gregg performed not
only in his own school's produc-
tions, butin those ofhi s rival high
school as well. .
After graduating.high school,
·Gregg made a singing. tour of
England with the ,Warren Youth
·Chorale and after turning down a
scholarship to Wayne State Uni-
versity in" Detroit, he moved to
LosAngeles. Immediatelybecom-
ingactivein theatre, hejoined the
West Coast Ensemble group and
appeared in Andrew Campbell's
award winning "American Bass-
wood" among other productions.
His most recent theatre role was
Giovanni in the rock musical ver-
sion of "'Tis Pity She's a Whore."
- Although he made a few ap-
pearances on the daytime soap
opera "Days of Our Lives," "The
Young Riders" is his first role on
prime time television.' Gregg
prepared for his role by reading
up on' Native American culture.
.




On the ABC television series
"YoungRiders," GreggRainwa-
ter portrays Buck Cross, a skill-
ful andmystical half-breedPaiute
Indian who struggles to find his
place in the world. Torn between
two cultures and without a fam-
ily, Buckfinds himselflookingfor
work and a home. He finds it all
.among the young Pony Express
riders. Buck is insightful and
alert in the stereotypical ways
that a white man could not be. '
.' I recently had the pleasure of
Personally speaking with Gregg
Rainwater (his real name). Dur-
ing ourconversation, Gregg pro-
jected the same charisma and
charm he exudes on television.
"Buck is reserved and insight-
ful," Gregg says, "and I'm kind of
that way too. At least, I try to be."
Born in Flint, Michigan, this
23-year-oldactorknewhe wanted
to be an actor after seeing the
movie "Oliver"in the sixth grade.
He has always been driverrby his
desire to act. "I don'tknow where
it comes from, but it's something
inside you; you just keep push-
Tb,~..~d,Q.f.th~_:[lj.~~ •._..Balt~_r.~~y" ~J!_rit;l..f~~, Danuel
-Pipoly.. Directed by Harry.Hooks. COlombia,Pi~-.--"
Running time 90 mins. Rated 'PG .1/2
An Interoiew with a "Young Rider"
.Ta g to,Rain-water
! NUNS ON TH RUN brings THON style of humor, more so
and Balthazar Getty, are best i together two generations ofBrit- than,AFISHCALLED.WANDA
buddies when the film begins. ! ish Comedy, as it stars Eric Idle In this movie Eric Idle proves
After a short time on the island, : of MONTY pytHON fame and that he can still be hilarious and
Jackisdelinquentofhisdutiesin i Robbie Coltrane (MONA LISA, Robbie Coltrane proves that he is
tending the signal fire resUlting: KRULL&EATTHERICH).·Both hilarious.
in a missed oppurtunity ofbeing i men have had experience in Brit- Just like old fashioned MONTY
rescued. When confronted with: ish comedy, but they have never PYrHONhumor,NUNSONTHE
this fact by Ralph, Jack's pessi- ~ before workedtegether, until now. RUN is a giant satire ofreligion,
mismandapathyare justtooun-j .Robbie.Coltrane is a practicing with incredible philosophical wit
~lievable. Ther~i~nochangein I miinicandone..oftheonlyBritish like, "ofcourse it Ireligionlmakes
~s~haracter.~slssup~dly : actors thatfeeIScomfortable with no sense, ifit made sense nobody
Jusp~_e_gJ).Y ~J!lQJ:lg_J~~1L~ ~Ji.j Ameri~JJ cHa]ecu...~,iS:~_.,.,.~q:pl~bavtL~ro:trQPPl.~.~li~vi_ng,__~_..,
see<I"frOtrl the start..We dlscover 1 considered-by his peers to be-one it,~~~most-like -,the -HOly Hand '.. :
he has been sent to the military : of the funniest and most innova- Grenade." .
This film is the second adapta- logical or respectable. academy because he was caught ! tive British comical actors today. There is an interweaving of
tion of the novel, The Lord of the UnfortunatlydirectorHarryHook joy riding with a' neighbors car. i On the other hand there is Eric characters like the girlfriend
Flies writtenbySirWilliamGold- and screenwriter SaraSchiffhave Thiswasalameideaandaneasy i Idle, a comical genius, that has Faith, (Camille Coduri, A
ing in 1954. The first is directed missed this fact and instead de- way out for his actions. In fact : shared his unusual wit with.gen- .PRAYERFOR THE DYING), who
by Peter Brooke in 1963. . livered a flat, uninspiring exer- making the change from a board- ; erations of Britians as well as can't see without her glasses, the
On the.surface The Lord of the cise in redundancy. The only dif- ing school to, a military academy :-Americans. Eric Idle only re- alcoholic Sister Mary of The
Flies is the story, of a group of _ferences between this film and was a bad idea and makes their cently left his British surround- Annunciation, the flirtatious
sehoolboysmaroonedon-aCarib- the 1963 Peter Brooke film are, 1) breakdown harder to accept ingsinhissolotilmcareer.Here- Father Seamus, (Tom Hickey,
bean island but just underneath This film was shot in color. ,2) simply because they would have centlys~inNBC'sAROUND'who also plays a priest in MY
it is an allegory on the dangers of The Peter Brooke film has a supe- been better disciplined and ! THE WORI"D IN 80 DAYS, and LEFT FOOT), and the. ever-so
man's amoral instincts. rior understanding of the novel. knowledgable survivalists. i played the lightfooted speed- understanding and resourceful
Without addressing these sym- Although beautifully photo- The film opens witha neat trick; demon friend. of Baron Sister Superior (Janet Suzman,
bolic reverberations this version graphed, the film fails to arouse a pair ofshoes floats into the top Munchausen in" THE ADVEN- A DRY WHITE SEASON).
of 'Lord of the Flies' ends up any empathyfor the characters or of the screen in slow motion fol- TURES OF BARON Now, Brian Hope/Sister
lookinglike a Boy Scout trip gone their situation. There is lit~le or lowed by legs, torso and finally a i MUNCHAtJSEN. However, he is . Euphemia of the Five Wounds
awry. no character development, the man's face bleeding from the i most thoughofas Sir Robin from, ' (Eric Idle) and Charlie McManus/
Shortly after the novel's publica- breakdown of their society and mouth. A hand reaches down j MONTY ~HQN AND THE' Sister' Inviolata of the Immacu-
tionGoldingwrote, "The moral is the transitions of the boys is too and grabshim by the hair and i _HOLY GRAIL, probably one of late ConceptionCRobbieColtrane)
that immediate. Nothing-is setup dra- pulls him toward the surface. As I the most funniest movies ever accidnetly stumble upon a con-
the shape of a society must de- matically. Things just happen in they break the surface, we see a i made. vent while they are running from
. ----~,--pend on the-ethical--n",aQ,..t1~u"r.e.e-'Jolj.....ftwh.u:e~...k.thiUJ·l..oi;I!s.J.fi..u..lmllLo..._.' ' . ._~ group ofboys thrashing wildly in I Well, now comes NUNS ON the mob. But, this isn't just any
individual and not on any politi- The two lead characters, Jack-.:1.th~eTOugh·sea-scre~m~ngforhelp:--fTHE RUN, a stOry wntten and ordinary convent, this one al~is-----" .
cal system however apparently and Ralph, played by Chris Furrh l!nfortun~tely this IS th~ ~~~~ I directed by Eric ldle's long time a Catholic ~hool for 1S--year~ld
~onal zemth and the only place I friend Jdnathan Lynn, who re- girls, which isjust anotherpartof
In t~e film where the use of slow cently won the British Academy's this very funny movie.
motion works to enhance the Writer of the Year Award and it There are many religious con-
tension dictatedb~e situation is produced by another' friend nections between obscure pieces
ofthe characte~. :b'irectorH~k : Michae].White, who produced the of the film, for instance, Brian
uses the tech~queelsewhere In two· smashes, MONTYPYTHON HOPE has a relutionship with a
the film but It only works here. AND TlIE HOLY GRAIL and girl named FAITH. There are
!Us great:er mis~~e was ign?r- ITHE nOCKY HORROR PIC- many mor~ of these connections _,
mg Golding's original premise TURE SHOW. " that you WIll have to.see for your-
that the boys were marooned . NUNS ON THE RUN yourclas- self, that one is just the most
becauseofnuel~war.Thechaos sic, men steal money, men run obvious.
that comes to the boys is a reflec- from the mob, men run from the Overall, the movie1sextremely
tion of the ~ctionoftheir elders. police, .men hide out in a convent funny. It should have you laugh-
And who will ever come and save dressed .like Nuns, movie that ing throughout the entire length
them? . . withitswittysatireofeverytbing with its short one-liners and-its'-'
With out addressing this prem- you can possiDly think of, Gust philosophical humor_For the
ise the film never achieves the' what you'd expect from Eric Idle MONTY PY'1'HON fSnas well as
fearandterrorevoke~inth~~ovel and Robbie Coltrane) will keep the comedyconnfsaeur, NUNS
nor the ~. explored In the you laughing theent#e length o.f ON THE RUN 18a·must 8,ee. So
first ~daptation. . . the movie. do~lfa:faVcJr1uldclon~twait ~
Is thisremakereallynece88a!')'? 'Ibe movie reaeheS:beckwardS for it to come OUton'Videotape. ,
No! for' liOme of·that MONTY PY'. Robert Bymes
ThomtIs Lawrence .' .. ' ...
•
---._-' ---~---. " - -- - ~~--~.~ -.-
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ELIZABETH ASHLEY as Isadora Duncan in a scene
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Thin White Rope




it modern." The ideas behind the
name are evident on the track
"The guys who didn't. make it "Back in Babylon," which takes a
cut their hair' and got jobs," grim lookat the underbellyofNew
quipped Derek, lead singer of York City.
Babylon A.D., a new band on ' "Cold steel bricks
the Heavy Metal scene. Vagabound rats
These five guys need, not worry Hell's Kitchen at midnight
about their next trip to the bar- You know you better learn fast"
her shop. The self-titled debut Despite all the hype surrounding
albumisamoshmaSterpiece and them, Babylon A.D. aren't buying
has spawnedan MTVhitwith its into the tired, long-haired, raunch The subject ofnumerous bizarre
first single, "When the Hammer guitarheavy metal cliches. awe're legends and wild rumors, many
Swings Down." not putting on airs," said Robb of them spawned in her own fer-
Babylon AD. was born out of Reid. The bassist went on to say, tile imagination, the American
friendship; Derek, Danny, Ron, "The kids today are smart. They : dancer Isadora Duncan-remains
Robb and Jamey grew up to- can pick up on these bands with today, as she was in her own
gather in the East Bay Area of fake playing." Babylon AD. cer- lifetime, the one-the only-the
Oakland, California. Along with tainly aren't faking it. Each mem- original-uninhibitedBohemian
their friends, the guys partiedin her is well versed on his instru- ; artist. Even her. death in 1927
the streets ofsuburbia to classic' ment: Ronn and Derek each stud- was a one-of-a kind accident.
70's bands like Aerosmith; Ozzy ied Jazz guitar for two years. : Riding in an open car with her
I
and Deep Purple. Out of these Babylon AD. also shun the big- i driver, the fringe of the long red
parties arose competingBayArea "" gestrockcliche-c-drugabuse. Like, : shawl which shehad wound twice
bands with mix-and match many of the new bands on the ~ around her neck, got caught in
lineups that eventually led to a scene, the guys don't do drugs, so the hub of the wheel, instantly
five man band called Babylon there are no monkeys to weigh the choking her to death.
AD. band down. According to the drum- The play, "When She Danced,"
"It's harder to make it in mer, Jamey Pacheco, "Rock 'n'Roll written by Martin Sherman and -
Oakland'sBayAreathan in L.A.," kept us out of trouble." produced byPlaywrights Hori-
according to Derek, who added, These guys may be clean, but zons takes place in Paris in 1923
"Too manybands from Los Ange- that doesn't make them whimp where Isadora, played by Eliza-
les are getting contracts because rockers. The songs on 'the album beth Ashley, was living with her
of the Guns and Roses thing." are not vicarious trips through husband, the volatile Russian,
Location was not a problem for "Babylon." Derek writes thesongs poet, Sergei Essenine, played by
Babylon AD., though. The band in conjunctionmembers by extract- Jonathan Walker. In the open-
describes their drive and deter- ing lyrics from real life experi- ingscene we find Sergei passed
mination to make it as the "will ences. In the' case of "Sally out in a drunken stupor, lying
to succeed,"and succeedthey did. Danced," the band came up with 'a atop Isadora, which .is symbolic ,
, After seeing the band play J;o bump-and-grind beat that called ofthe constrictionshe has placed
packed -audiences at Oakland's . for lyrics reminiscent ofthe 30's or on her life, finally driving away
toughest biker bars, Arista rec- 40's. Derek consulted his grand- her friends and servants. She' .
ords decided Babylon AD. had mother and found out about Sally struggles to extricate herself,
t~~.g~_,~~~~~,fi~t.~~drock . Rand, an_erotic B-movie queen of pushinghim offon the floor. This r : -
band signed to the. label. ' _-old. "SallyDancea"-ildas'iiaasSlc,' '·T~-symlil1ic~-'too;-~-Slie~~ev~iitU=.-,- -~" .
So, they are a tough band with twist to the small town girl goes ally takes him back to Russia ---
anequallystrongname, but what big city story, which again ties and leaves him there. A series of
does the moniker mean? "Baby- into this idea of timeless moral eruptions follows, their domestic
Ion" implies an ancient city of decay in big cities. 'life complicated by the f~t that
hedonism and decadence; a hard Other noteworthy tunes on the Isadora spokeonly a few words of
cityofstone. "A.D." relates that album include the power ballad Russian and Sergei spoke no
image to modern times, as Ron "Desperate,"whichis anythingbut - English. Isadora'sfaithful friend In one of-the early scenes Isa- like to know more about the
Freschi, the guitarist explained; mushy, and the second single, Mary, played by Marcia Lewis, doraasksheraccompanist to play dancerwhorefused 50,000francs
"The name Babylon just fits the finds a maid for her, played by' for her. There isn't room in the to Perform in a music hall when
music. It's New York City, but Marcia Jean Kurtz, who speaks studiofor her todanceseshe-site- - she, had only a few coina in.her
it'salsoanycity. The'A.D.'makes Russian which alleviates the quite still on a straightchair, con- pocket, ·who could enthrall a
problem to some extent. templating. This is a good scene Russian audience of 3,000 dane-
There is no plotand no develop- and Perhaps it is the way Isadora ing to Tchaikovskys "Symphony
ment of character. Sergei is the actuallycomposedher dances but Pathetique." Mary says "Not
same at the end as he was at the we would have liked to see a ges- everything can be great art but
beginning and Isadora has not ture, a stance, a pose that would we can try," when Isadora stops
changed except to arrive at the convey some idea of what her the dancer. Those words just
decision thatSergei mustgo back dancingwasall about. Themaid, about sum it up for this play.
to Russia, which is no surprise to theaccompanistandMaryall take Isadora Duncan's style ofdnac-.
anyone. In between, there is a their turns in the spotlight tell- ingwasinterpretiveandentirely
full length LP, SACK FULL OF great deal of throwing furniture ing us what Isadora meant to her own. She drew her inspira-
SILVER, but the imagery ofeach about, shoutingand fighting. At .them and describingher dancing tions directly from nature, from
song more than makes up for that.· onepointSergei tearsup the phO-whichmakes us long all the more the rhythm of the wind, waves
"Hidden Lands", reminds me of a tograph ofIsadora's twochildren to actually see something. Natu- and flights ofbirds. She danced
small town like Mayberry (The who had drowned in a tragic ac- rallyv;:e do not expect Elizabeth solo in flimsy costumes to the
Andy Griffith Show). arrhe Tri- cident. A$hle~getupanddancearound music ofChopin, Lizst and other
angle Song" makes me feel as In the second act Sergei and the sufge butan improvisation of . romantic composers, usually with
though 1 was in the middle of a Isadora bankrupt themselves to some ekind, however minimal, . an accompanist at the piano.
desert right before a blistering entertain an Italian cultural at- woul~have made the character ElizabethAshley plays the part
windstorm. "On the Floe-brings tache, they think can arrange a stronger, To see her motionless of Isadora with lusty sincerity.
me to a bar of a' western movie. ',tour for them. This turns out to when' dance and movement are JonathanWalkergivesa bravura
This is imagery-creating at it's be the typical slapstick comedy her life is frustrating. performanceasSergei. Hemakes
finest, not that serene, put-me-to- . ,routine from the silent movies. MsirY brings a young aspiring .the stereotype Wild Russian be-
sleep New Age stuff. This is qual- They disCover the attache is re- danc*r to perform for Isadora. It tievable. ' ,.
ity, infectiousmusic,with gutsand ally a clerk; two workmen enter is, ot course, a jiarody and very Playwrights Horizons is a non-
stylethat'snotafraidtobringahout and carry off the dining table'to- . amusing but it is only.from the p!1)fitgroup, now in its 19th sea-
differentiDUlgeS,indudingtheless pay Isadcm's debts and and eve- parody that we get an idea of 8011,whichptoduc:esnewplaysand
than pleasant ones, and throws it rybody wind up throv4ng things . _..¥ra'a styl~ The title of the musiealsbyAmerican writers. In
in your faee. In a nutshell, Thin at everybody else wifh Sergei pl8jia-whenSheDanced"butit thepastfiveyearstheybavepro-
White Rope soundslike Leouard staging a mock suicide, threat-·· iaDPtaboutherdancing. Granted dueed three-plays whi~h~ the
.Cohenwouldhave,ifhehadgrown ening to bang himselfbefore our iti;the p~ywright'spreroptive nilitzer Prize for Drama, the
up in Davis, California, where he very eyes. '(He later did commit to~what he wanta to write latest bdng -rile Heidi Chron-
watched a lot of westerns,. mas- sUi~de in Russia by~g .~t, but in a life 8O~orful.. ~byWenclyWa.lent8jn~'1lJe .
teredtheguitar,andoftengotb8at hi1D88lfin the bedroom of-ahotel lsedota'8tfilledwithtrBgedyand the tie ia loeated in -the 42nd
up in fights. suite which be and Isadora had : trfampb, why pick a relatively 'Street 'Dleatn ROw which nms
-Qrum Tnm one»oeeupied.) , wiintereating period? We would froJn 9th to 11th Awn...
From a small, quiet town in
Northern California comes a
huge, abrasive voice, that ofGuy
Kyser of Thin White Rope. If,
Tom Waits andltoy Orbison
had a child it would have to be
him, the singer, that CMJ (Col-
lege Music Journal) magazine
called last year's male vocalist of
. the year. When I first heard
-rhinif, an acoustic ballad from
T.W.R.'s first LP, MOONHEAD,
my eyes were -briefly lachrymose
from Guy'spenetratingvoice,and
I'veneverbeenlmowntobea Phil
Donahue or an Alan Aida.
, The emotional effect is 1__
dramatic this time OIl their third
Name: Ariadne Condos
D.O.B.I Age: 11-27-65 24 years
old
Job: Assistant Set Designer
Intended Major: Theatre Ad
Hoc
Career plans: To design sets for
the theatre. In the future, possi-
bly teaching theatre to disabled
children.
Anything to say about
GODSPELL? Once again, I
think it is clearly evident, the
importance ofsupplementingthe
theatre classes offered at Baruch
with actual hands on experience.
Name: Evelyn Jimenez
D.O.BJAge: 3-3-69 21yearsold




Career plans: Continue acting
.in spare time. But my main goal
is to join a travelling flea circus,
andeventuallybecomea conduct-
ing flea master, ~:while teaching
high school business students
and/or fleas.
Plans in theatre or acting in
the fUture? Next semester I
plan on taking acting classes at
HB Studio, and possibly taking
additional theatre classes here at
Baruch.
Anything to say about
GO~SPELL? Seeing Godspell
'grow from just words on a script .
to real life characters has been a
wonderful experience for me. I
havehandled the businessaspect
and have become involved with
house management and box of-
fice. It has been great to be be-
hind the scenes.





Career plans: To work in an
advertising agency, hopefully in
the creative end rather than the
business side.
Plans in theatre or acting in
the future? Yes indeed. The
theatre is a lovely place to be.
Also, dressing the cast is great
fun.
Anythi)lg to say abo ut




D.O.BJAge: 11-16-69 20 years
old




Career plans: I plan to be an
accountant and work considera-
bly within the-theatre. '
Plans in theatre or acting in
the future? Yes.
Anything to say about GOD-
SPELL? No.




Career plans: Ta,xi dancer ,
Plans in theatre or acting in
the future? Yes. I intend on
taking as many theatre courses
as- I possfulycanprlorto iradUat~'
ing, and-will probablygetinvolved
with community andJ or guerilla
theatre as well. '
Anything to say about GOD-
SPELL? I consider the whole
"Godspell" experience to be the
peak of my college career thus
far- a chance to broaden both
my social and personal horizons.
To coin a phrase, "Away-cool trip,
dude."
Name: Earl Bovell
D.O.BJAge: 7-22-70 19 years
old
Job: Production Stage Manager
Intended major: Business
Communication! Theatre
Career plans: To continueto.
work in the live theatre, prefera-
bly backstage, Perhaps lighting.
,- Anything to say - about
GODSPELL? It'scool, man! But,
it's one helluva lot of work.
-







Career plans: I will receive my -
business degree _and pursue a
career where creativity as intel-
lect can be utilized.
Plans in theatre or acting in _
the future? This endeavor has
been entertaining. I will partici- -
pate in -any other -productions I '
can be aveilable for. - -,
AnythiDg to say about GOD--- -
SPELL? I've metmanyvery nice
peopleand have enjoyed working
together for this presentation.
.@
. the computeryou need to
succeed in tlie realworld anda
c ce to use it there.
Meet the GODSPELL Cast
It"s easy Just try our Real Wbrld Demo on a Macintosb" rou really cant lose ifyou come in and get your
computer to enter Apples Real World Sweepstakes, hands on a vlacintosh todav Because once YOU do. you'll
lfvou're one of14 Grand Prize winners. you'll getto see how easy it isto use and how much onecould do for
spend a week this summer at~ organization ofyour choice vou now
hsted below where you "II see ~1acintosh computers hard at - You "}hppreciate the value-ofa Macmtosh computer
wack. And 'WTIen you get home. you can use your 0\\<11 new after you leave campus and head out into the real world.
. ~lacintoshSE/3O towrite your resume andfollow-up leners. . too. But dont take our wordior it Come.in and trx a
-Therewill also be 20 First Prize winners \\110 will vlacintosh and see lorvourself And if vou . .. - ,
re~eive ~1aCint~h SE computers and 1.000 Second Prize win the Grand Prize. you" II be seeing the '.•~
winners \\TIO WIll getxpple'Tshms. real world sooner than vou think. •.!!!!!J
EnterApple's Real~orld ~stakes and ~OU.couldwinaweek at _
one of ffiese leading crganzanons and ai\1acintosh computeI:~;~:~f~~~~~~"}i~ __
. Enter April 16th - April 27th at the .
ECC Microlab, 155 E. 24th Street, Room 343
Hours: Mondays & Wednesdays, 2:30 - 7:00pm
Thursdays, 12:30-7:00pm
See your Campus computer Reseller for Sweepstakes Rules and Regulations,
'C1990 .'~pple Computer Inc 'Applt the _-\ppIt-loglJ_ and \laCtntlM are ~lsteT1:J trademarks Ii :~pple Computer Inc,
, ,"Y'
...
------------------:'----~.~'-----_.,------'--- ------ - - ~----'--_.,-
. ---~. ~ ~.








The Office of Counseling
. \
& Psychological Services
Cordially Invite You To Explore
"The Game ofLife"
.at our
Baruch College ctivities Center
137 E. 22nd Street, Room 104
9 am--7 pm
or call: 725-3055
Deadline for Filing IsApril 17~ 1990.
GRADVATIONELIGm~ You must file an APPLICATION FOR DEGREE form with
1) the Registrar's Office in your final semester in order to be eligible to graduate and to be
included in the commencement program.
•
Elections: May 1,2,3, 1990
. . -~,









Dean of Students Office
(Room 1702 - Park Avenue South) Meet the Staff and get information on:
Student Activities Center CAREER CONCERNS
(Room 104 - 13 "J.E. 22nd Street) RELATIONSHIP ISSUES
Office of Evening & Grad SAFE SEX
'.. PLUS
Student Services An Audio-Visual Presentation
(Room 527 - ,46 E. 26th Street)" "on Numerous Topics
Deadline for Filing: .AprilS, 1990 12:30
March 29 1990 Room 1704 (Globus Lounge)
, 360 Park- Avenue South
J
Underbelly
Continued from Page 23
"Bang Go the Bells" and "The Kid
GoesWild,"whichfeatures a guest
appearance by Sam Kinison.
"Sam was in the same studio
recording a version of 'Under My
Thumb.' I didn't want 'Kid' to be
seriousbecauseit's blackhumor,"
explained Derek. Babylon A.U
invited Kinison in to put, the fin-
ishing touches on the song and in
two takes the off-colormonologue
was done.
. The band is currently touring
'clubs nationwide, but they hope
to sign on to a major name tour as
their counterparts Skid Rowand
Warrant have recently done. '
When he was a struggling mu-
sician, Ronn once livedfor a week
o nothing buta bag of potatoes.
Ronn, throw your potato peeler
out! Babylon A.D. has the atti-
tude, thelookandsomething99%
of the new bands don't have-
TALENT. hi other woids, the
future looks spud-free for these
guys!
these guys' problems. Try these
on '.for 8iz~ sexism, racism,
hOmophobiaand all sortsofother
prejudices combined with a #1
debut album and a #1 single with
overall sales in excess of 10 mil-
lion and two covers on Rolling
Stone magazine. What doesit all
mean? Well, damned if I: know,
but if these guys manage to stay
alive, much less together, they
will be bigger than Zeppelin.
Obviously, there are thousands
ofcategories that can be created,
so in the interest of space I will
now name those persons along
with their category who had an
impact ofsignificant proportions
on the 80's: Guitar/ Eddie Van
Halen & Randy Rhoads. Lead
VocalS/ W. Axl Rose. Most Over-
rated Band! Def Leppard. Most
SignificantComeback! Aerosmith
and the Stones with Honorable
mention to David Coverdale for
finally gaining the exposure he
deserves here in the states. And
finally r d like to introduce the
Spinal Tap Award that goes to
the band whom we would like
most toseevanishfrom the_Planet
Earth! POISON (sucks!!).
Other Thoughts... As I previ-
ously merrtioned. Joe Lynn
.r-:
Turner has joined Deep Purple.
Will the band now change its
name back to Rainbow? .. Watch
for another former Rainbow vo-
calist by the name of Ronnie
James' Dio 'to be releasing a new
album soon.... Ted Nugent and
ex-StyxplayerTommyShawhave
fonnedanew bandbythe name of
Damnedyankees.... Axl Rose will
departfrom Guns-n-Roses unless
he is pennittedto do a solo project
following the release of G-n-R's
upcoming double album.... Killer
show upcoming at the Ritz with
Great White, McAuley Schenker
and Havanah Black.
Rock Quiz: If he recuperates
. from his motorcycleaccident in .
time, Billy Idol win be- in a movie
about The' Doors frontman Jim .
Morrison. What was the name of
Billy's first major band? Speak-
ing of Mr. Mojo Risin', what was
Jim Morrison arrested in Dade
County Florida for?
Last Time's Answers:
Led Zeppelin ....The New
Yardbirds
Black Sabbath Earth
Grateful Dead The Warlocks
Honorable Mention: Ozzy/Trib-
ute to Randy Rhcads; The .
Stones/SteelWheels;Rainbow/
Straight Between The Eyes.
Tours:
1) The Stones
2) Aerosmith & Guns-n-Roses
3) Ozzy Be Metallica
4) TheWho
MostControversial Personalities:
l)Ozzy (of. course); back in
trouble again (now with Cardinal
O'Connor) The Oz Man is, ac-
cording to such ultra-right wing
conservative narrow minded
hypercritical groups like
P.M.R.C., the cause and effect of
(deep breath and go!) satanism,
teen suicide, alcoholism, drug
addiction, .prostitution, poverty,
third world debt, uncontrollable
inflation, and why the Rangers
haven't won the Stanley Cup in
50 years. 2) Guns-n-Roses; curs-





no frills, straight ahead kick ass
. rock and roll. Tha~s ,right; you
e' won't find any mascara or lip-
stielt or bairspray on this bend.
Just some sweat, blood and a
whole lotta great music.
4) AerosmithlPump: Howmuch
better can these guys get? "Love
in an Elevator," cJanie's Got a
Gun" and now -what it Takes."
The best blues based hard rock
band in existence (including the
Stones).
5) AC/DC/ Back in Black: A disc
that you can play from start to
finish 100 times and not lose in-
terest.
6) Deep Purple/PerfectStrang-
ers: The Purps never sounded so.
virtuous and simultaniously
explosive as they did on their
reunion disc.
7) Metallicalany album in their
catalogue: "The" Speed .Metal
Band.



















But try this on. for 'size; over 8
millioncopiesw~ld-widefortheir
DEBUT album.
2) Raging Sbibl Raging Slab:
Also a debut album. New York
City's mutant y~rsion of Molly
Hatchet meets Metallica, -rIle
Slab" will be huge in the coming
decade.
3) Circus of Power/ Circus of
Power: the third.debut disc on the




- A JOHN "WATERS ,FILM _
Well, now that the 80's are
nothing more than a mass ofbit-
ter-sweet memories, I'd like to
take a look at some of the topics
thatmadethe decade'sheadlines.
So sit back and enjoy my 80's
review!
Best Albums (not necessarily in
order):
1) Guns-n-Rosesl Appetite for
Destruction: Words cannot do







. "." - -._-----:..~.-~------ .......~~-~._-.,...--_._._,-_.- - - .
* PLUS REGISfRATION FEE
THREE WEEK PROGRA..'fS INCLUDE:
Round-trip airline ticket
Tours throughout country
Lectures by Israel's leading professors
Full room and board
3 kosher meals a day
1:- Who was the last three-time Yan-
kee, before ~ick,Cerone?
2- Who was the last Ranger to score
'on a penalty shot? "
3--: What CollegedidRoger Vick at-
tend?'
4- What NFL team drafted Bo
Jackson?
5- Before 1980, when was the last
time the U.S~ Olympic Hockey Team




330 West 42nd St
Room 1318
New York, NY 10036
A Spring Break:
Join us for a"!' exciting Cultural
Adventure in Israel working side by
side with Israel's Finest! '
All it costs is the partialy subsidized fare from $578*
27 East 20th Street ~eenpa*andBroa~way)533-3400
, - t
1\JeSday to Frihy: 10 to 7
Spectacular styiing at
the Marie Bove Salon...




I Ifyou've been waiting for a formal
." " ..- -., _..__ ..' -".. _. _._. - _.•.•., - __ _~--_._ ..-.._--- ,"------_ .. - ---- -.--.- .. ~ .. , ,'-'-- ._- -.-_." _.. .. ~'.'" ',- ..
,'invitation to visit Israel,
YOU'VE GOT IT!'
r. ~ ... '.. .. .. - c- ...- _.- ..._, -- ..... -.. ~ _- ,_
Nolan Ryan will once again be
an inspiration to anyone over 40
that wants .to throw 95 mile-per- ,
hour fastballs. -
Three of the top nine RBI lead-
ers in the American League last
season, changed uniforms this
year.
Nick Esasky, Joe Carter and
Dave Parker, all swapped uni-
forms.
TheAtlanta Braves, witliEsasky
and a host of young pitchers,
might actually get outoflast place
and into a pennant race.
Ruben Sierra will continue on
his race towards greatness.
Sid Fernandez and Bryn
Smith each signed three-year,
six-million dollar contracts.
Did the Mets get a bargain? Or,
did the Cardinals get ripped?
A little of both; I guess.
Unless a' trade is made, the
Yank~e thirdbasemen, whomever
they might be, won't be, what's
the word...
Productive.
The Bi-Weekly Yogism-s- "You
observe a lot by watching."









The New York Mets, San Diego
Padres, Kansas City Royals and
the Boston Red Sox will win their•
respective divisions.
The Athletics and the Blue Jays'
will Pose the biggest threats in
the A.L race.
The Cardinals and the Dodgers





The Yankees, on the other hand,
are in for a very, very loooong
year.
Except for the manager, of
course. .
Mike Marshall is a real good
slugger when healthy.
The Bronx Bombers do have two
good arms in the pen.
Robinson,"in a steal from Pitts-
burgh, and Lance McCullers.
The Baltimore Orioles will not
finish with a .500 record.
Darryl will rebound.
Mark that down.
Steve Sax will have another
hustling, solid season.
It's the only way he knows.




Norman Thomas Educational Center
Park Ave. ,& East 33rd St.






We offer ~ou live Instruction by award-winning ~lIege professors.
We ofter you our live tecturesln full-cOlor
videotapes fQr home use, If you mtss a class or wish to review 8 topic.
It's new! It's unique! Our new Practice and Theory course combines
classes for all topics common to both examinations and 8 new
separate course .covers Federal Income Taxation. The combIning of
Practice and Theory classes eliminates time-wasting duplication and
significantly reduces your class hours, thus making your preparation
easier and more effective.
• Our program has been professional~yevaluated and approved by, Ac-
counting Departments at over 150 universities which now offer the
Chaykln CPA Review program on an exclusive basis-an Independent
verification of outstanding quality!
Our course Is rated superior to our competition by 99% of our students
who have previously taken another CPA Review Course!
We guarantee you full coverage of 1000/0' of the topics which con-




• We Insure your success by offering you a free repeat prIvilege.
• Call or write for a brochure and a 'free our.
f~J~~~ HOFSTRA.
Chaykin CPA Review U N I V E R SIT' Y
Hofstra University HEUNT£AO., HEWl"OI'I(,,~
Hempstead, New York 11550 Hofcua UnIv.aUy'I.-an .qu;, 4.dUc:atIon."~unIt, In.Ututlon




Those who witnessed the U-
CONN-Duk-e regional final saw
the game ofbasketball at its
very finest.
'The Georgia Tech- Michigan
State game wasn't far behind.
I pickeda Tech= Indianafinal, so
what the heck do I know.
Kenny Anderson isn't a bad
player.
My friend, Howie R. is having a
hard time deciding whom to
believe, SteinbrennerorSpira?
"Trying to .decide between them
is like trying to decide between
Nixon and Agnew."
The Knicks have turned into a
one man team.
One man teams do not win.
No matter how goodthe one is.
The first place Rangers should
get out of their division.
But, beating-Montreal or- Buf-
falo might be.a problem.
Mike Gartner is going to come
up big.
So must Richter or Beezer.
IfAI Bianchi is so insistent on
making the I{nicks a half-court,
bore-ball team, why did he hire
Rick Pitino?·
With opening day, just five days




$10 Per column inch





$6 - $15 an hour. 'Salary and com-
mission plus bonuses. Flexible 3 -
4 hour shifts from 10 am - 9 pm.
Paid training.
Bellerose/Levittown/Smithtown
offices. Call Mr. Perry (718)470-
9100
NEW YORK EXCHANGE -looking for
ambitious people to plan and host
parties/events at N.Y.C. nightclubs'
for professional elite. Great
opportunity for those wishing to




FREE GIFT JUST FOR CALLING. PLU
RAISE UP TO s1,700 IN ONLY 1
DAYS. Student groups, frats an
sororities needed. for marketin
project o~ campus. For details plu
your FREE GIFT,grou-p officers ca
1-800-765-8472 Ext. 50 .
****
Looking for a fraternity, sorority,
student organization that would lik
to make $500-$1,000 for a one wee
on-campus marketing project. Mus
be organized and hard-working. ca




FREE - Spring Break Trip - FREE
Promote and escort our Daytona
Trip, Good pay and Fun. Call
(CMI) Campus Marketing 1-800-
592"':2121 -
WIN A HAWAIIAN VACATION OR
BIG SCREEN TV PLUS RAISE UP TO
$1,400 IN JUST 10 DAYS! Objec-
tive: Fundraiser Commitment:
Minimal MonEY :Raise $1,400
Cost: Zero Investment Campus
organizations, clubs: frats, sorori-
ties call OCMC at 1-800-9320528/
1-800-950-8472 Ext. 1-0
NTS
If so, we offer tremendous opportunities for you to associate with a
quality hotel and interact with talented people.
Hotel Macklowe/Macklowe Conference Center is a 640-room luxury
hotel opening in May. We offer excellent salary andbenefits, training
and progressive growth, and recognition of individual'achievements.
FuU I: Itrrt 'I'ime PosititHIs As:
,Conference Center Servers
Greeters





141 West 44th Street,~ 10036





One time annual service charge
Overnight service available (ADDmONAL FEE)




Does leadership. and innovativeness appeal to you?
,Doyou want to be part ofa winning team?
$8.00/Hour
Day Session Students
Wanted from May 1-3
between 5pm-9pm
Graduate and Evening
Students needed May 1-3
9a~-4:30pm
Work for the Baruch Student Elections
Conunittee
-must be availabfe all 3 days
-rnust be computer literate
-must have good oornrrrurricatio'n skills,
Contact Carol Robbins no later than
Aprlll,5. (21_2) 725-3385
Let a Professional Consulting Firm
Accurately Prepare Your Financial Aid Forms
FAP GAPFAS TAP AFSSA
irst Five & Co. has a professional team of Associates who have over 7 years of
xperience in preparing financial aid forms. They have prepared forms for continuin
nd entering students attending Columbia University, Baruch College, Rutgers
niverstiy, Pace University, The New School for Social Research and Queens
ollege. I'
,
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Baruch's volleyball team COR- five-setter against Jersey City
tinues to surge towards a CUNY State.
. crown. With five. wins in their Setter, HuyTran said this about
last seven matches, the States- the team: "We have a lot of well-
men raised their record to an rounded players. The competi-
outstanding 20-9. tion wasn't that great. We should
The streak began on March 7 be 25-5. King Lee, as a freshman,
against Mt. St. Vincent. 'Three . has contributed better than any-
straight wins made for an easy body. We're glad to have him."
victory. "They were really bad," Eric Sotomayor, a back-court
said hitter, David Rosado. player, had this to say, "We have
Two days later Baruch trounced all the basics. We have more
Queens College in another three depth than anyone. Also, we
easy games. enjoy being around each other.
Southampton was the next vic- We like being friend offthe court.
tim. The Statesmen won their Maybe sometimes we might ar-
ninth consecutive set to beat gue or have a lapse, but we usu-
Hampton in' three games. ally get along great."
The winning streak carne to an Tran, on the biggest problems
end against Hunter on March 14. this season, -We've had a sh<;>rt-
They lost in four games. Baruch age of players. We barely have
~asundefeatedathoineuntiithis enough players on game day. I
loss. wasn't even planning on joining,
After a tough performance at but I didn't want to let the team
the New Paltz Tournament, the down."
Statesmen continued their win- With a 20-9 record and a short-
ning ways with two more victo- age of players, imagine what the
ries. Statesmen would've done if they
Baruch defeated Yeshiva in had a full squad?
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Wednesday 2:15-4:00 Wednesday Closed
Thursday 12:45-2:30, 7:30-9:00*~ Thursday 12:30-2:15
Friday 10:30-1:00 Friday 1:30-4:00
*VolleyballOnly
**Basdketball Only
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SPORTS-MONDAY






Follicle Bank is here.
Come in and choose from a -wide
selection ofscalps ordonate your own.
Safe, clean and confidential.
23 Mellon Dr.
NY,
(212) 000-0001
Marblehead
